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We express that faith, we know that the dove is here Lord...the 

Dove leading the eagle.  A message coming forth. Alleluia!  ‘I’ll 
ride this trail once more’.  Thank you Lord. Thank you for the 
prophet’s prophecy. That is becoming history, Lord, Alleluia, 
being made actual, in our experience today.  We can recognize 
your great mighty Presence.  Alleluia. You said, “In that day you 
will know  I’m in you and you in me.”  

This great uniting time when the bride is united with the word.  
This time of the invisible union Lord, when the head and the body 
is no longer twain but becoming one.  Alleluia!  God En morphe 
again, for ‘the final ride.’  Thank you Jesus. How we thank you 
Lord.  How we give praise to be in your house today.  How we 
praise you to come into your great mighty Presence, to bring a 
sacrifice of praise into your house. Alleluia! 

A royal priesthood Lord, kings and priests, redeemed by the 
blood of the lamb.  Oh we thank you Lord, continually offering 
sacrifices, the fruit of our lips giving praise and thanks unto you.  
We draw near with a heart full of assurance and faith today.  Oh 
God, knowing that you are faithful who promised, it is impossible 
for you to lie.  This has anchored our soul down through these 
years Lord; this has given us a hope steadfast and sure. Oh God to 
know that you are willing more abundantly to show unto the heirs 
of promise this immutability of his counsel.  

So we stand upon your word, remembering you said ‘because 
you have kept the word of my patience, I will keep you in the hour 
of temptation.’  How you are true, how you are faithful. Truly You 
are the Amen, the Faithful and True Witness, the Beginning of the 
Creation of God, Alleluia!  

He said ‘because I live you shall live also; if you overcame you 
will sit with me on my throne even as I overcome and sit on my 
Father’s throne’.  Oh God may more overcoming power come 
through the revelation of Your Word that will be ministered today.  
May dear God, the Holy Spirit come down in such a way Father, 
Lord God to lift your children up; as David said, you set me upon a 
rock, I shall not be moved.   
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‘Like a tree planted by the rivers of water, bringing forth our 
fruit of a new season, our leaves shall not wither’.  Oh God, let us 
experience these realities, even in a greater way and deeper depth 
Father.  Oh God these scriptures can be made so real, so alive in 
our hearts because we know that they speak of Your Bride Father, 
this great Bride Tree, hallelujah! The prophet said, ‘the Tree of life 
shall bloom again.  The pyramid shall stand again.  The house of 
God shall live again.’  Glory be to God.   

What a day you have placed us to live in, to know that saints 
and sages, prophets of old, men lived and died longing to see this 
day. Longing to live in this day, longing to hear the things we hear, 
longing to see the things that we see! But the Lord you have given 
onto us this blessed privilege, oh God, we thank you Lord.   

Oh Father how I pray today, as we gather in your great 
Presence, as we come offering our praise, our worship, bringing 
our glory and our honor into your great mighty Presence, and your 
Holy Spirit here to lead us and to direct us to paths of truth.   

May through the administration of the word today, faith be 
imparted Lord in such a measure, that Lord the weak will say that 
they are strong, You will bind up the broken heart, Lord God You 
will give sight to the blind, You will open the prison doors, You 
will set the captives free.  You will increase the strength of Your 
children; You will give rest to the weary, Alleluia!  May such faith 
be energized; we will be able to leap over troops and jump over a 
wall.  Oh what a great army of the living God, Alleluia! 

Lord, let everyone be brought into the rhythm of the gospel, 
come march onward Christian soldiers, proudly displaying the 
blood of Jesus Christ, Alleluia!  The message of the hour. Oh God 
every one in rank and file, this great mighty army, we will buckle 
on the armor tighter today, we will wax valiantly in the fight, 
knowing that a cry to arms has been heard far and near.  That 
trumpet is sounding out, oh God, Father it is not sounding a retreat, 
it is sounding to advance dear God.   

So may dear God we pull our swords, and go on forward in 
faith Father, and may you, the great five-star general, may you give 
us great victory today Father, may the spirit of revival move in 
every soul, may the joy of the Lord fill every heart.  

May dear God even those who are not Christians, that you have 
drawn by your Holy Spirit here. Because there is representation in 
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them Lord God, cause the Holy Spirit to water that seed, to 
quicken them and bring them to life. That they will recognize what 
part of the word they are, they will recognize their day and their 
message. They will recognize the great fountain that is open in the 
house of David to cleanse them from all sin and unrighteousness.   

Oh God, have your way Father, take these few thoughts that you 
have put into my heart, Lord I pray that you will inspire it; I am 
depending on you for unction and for utterance, for divine 
leadership, Lord, and the Holy Spirit.  Lord God rest upon us in 
wisdom, in the power of revelation, Halleluiah!  That we might 
come to see you who have been unveiled through the opening of 
the Seven Seals, and our faith might be made perfect.   

Grant it Lord, we ask all these things today, for your honor and 
your glory.  Heal the sick and the afflicted, cast away devils from 
your children oh God, and move your Church to that only provided 
place. That secret place where they are free from every plague and 
every hindrance dear God. Where we can live in victory, live in 
relationship, live in communion, live in harmony with you.   

Grant it Lord, knowing that this is according to your will and 
according to your promise in this hour. We ask it in the almighty 
Name of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Amen. Praise his 
wonderful Name. 

Praise God, what a mighty God we serve, Amen.  I want to 
welcome everyone in His house today.  He woke me up this 
morning, I am so glad he did.  Amen, blessed be his wonderful 
name. Come with a shout of praise, let His glory fill this place 
today. Let every lively stone move in this building. Let the pillars 
stand and not be shaken, Amen.  Let the priests cry holy, holy. Let 
us give thanks to our God, Amen.  You’re royal priesthood, Amen. 

Brother, man have their priestly order, man go into the 
monastery and try to make man priest put a white gown on him 
and all this kind of foolishness.  Men saying they get a dream and a 
vision and they are some priest.  In the Bible you had to be born 
into a special family to be become a priest.  A special family in the 
tribe of Levi, a special tribe.   

It was by election, it was by God’s choosing. Is that right?  
Amen!  No, you couldn’t join the priesthood, brother!   

And even though you were in the right tribe and in the right 
family, and you had a flat nose, you had some blemish on your 
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skin, you had a blind eye, you had some superfluous thing, you had 
fourteen fingers or fourteen toes, you couldn’t even get into the 
priesthood.  Amen, glory be to God!   

We thank God we were born in a royal family, Amen!  A 
chosen generation brother, Amen! One greater than the house of 
Levi, one greater than the family of Aaron, Halleluiah!  One after 
the order of Melchisedec, glory be to God, amen, who is both king 
and priest. That is why he said ‘Royal Priesthood,’ amen, to unite 
the kingship and the priesthood in one Person.  

 The Bible said there was nothing spoken about a priesthood out 
of the tribe of Judah, but there sprang up one, a Messiah, Amen.  
Jesus of Nazareth anointed, who became the great High Priest, 
Amen. Like Ezra you can trace the genealogy all the way back, to 
that great Priest.  I’m so glad for that this morning. 

I’m so glad friends, you know ….I believe they told me I 
belong to a certain family in the natural.  I walk around with my 
I.D. card in my pocket and with my driver’s license. Sometimes 
you walk in a place and they say, “Let me see your driver’s 
license,” they want some identification. I take it out, I slip it there, 
they take down the information because the State gave me that. My 
mother and father told me I am their child, I could see a certain 
resemblance, at one time it had me confused.  But when I get the 
new birth, I got something far greater than that, this morning. 
Alleluia!  Then I got an identification that no man can give me, 
then I got a birth paper, Amen! That no man can give me. Alleluia! 

Oh thank you Jesus!  Then I see I belong to the family in 
heaven.  The family in heaven and earth named after the Lord 
Jesus Christ, that you couldn’t join brother.  We have an 
inheritance in this great family, the promises belong to the seed of 
Abraham.  I’m so glad aren’t you happy for that, all Royal Seeds 
of Abraham?  That is far greater than the natural. 

The natural, only reminds us, it’s with us all through life’s 
journey this natural. Because we have faith in the natural too we 
believe it but we don’t put our eternal destination on that, no sir. 
We could never hang on to that, we will hang on to the Word of 
God, amen. Glory be to God, I love him this morning, He is my 
king, I live for him He is my breath, He is my sunshine.  

 Every move I make I want His influence upon my life, 
Everything I want to do I want it to be for His glory.  Every move I 
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make, I want it come out of this Message, I want this Message 
manifest. He put me in the world to make this Bible live again.  
We are His treasures in earthen vessels Alleluia! Amen! That’s 
where I take my stand. Amen.  

I trust that’s the kind of church you want to be in, this morning.  
That’s the kind of Word you want to live under.  I don’t have a 
denominational message for denominational people. I wasn’t sent 
to them, I was sent to the Bride of the Lord Jesus Christ, to speak 
to the called-out, who have been placed in an inheritance in the 
land of the fathers, I am sent to them.  

I was not sent to tell somebody…  they can bob their hair, they 
can paint their faces if they want, God don’t mind that; No!  I was 
sent to blast that, to shake that thing, to cut people away from that. 

I was sent to tell men, “Stop being a sissy or in a half way 
business, be a real man!  Be a son of God,” that’s my message 
friends. You don’t love God you’re going to hate me.  You’re 
going to try and sit down in this church and play you’re supporting 
me but you’re going to end up hating me Amen!  But if you come 
from glory you’re going to love me.  

 That’s why so many walked with the prophet and they walk no 
more.  Many walked with Jesus and didn’t walk any more.  When 
He said, “Eat my flesh and drink my blood.” they walked away.  
Brother Branham preached the Word they said “you destroying 
your ministry, what’s the matter with you you’ve have a nice 
church and a big congregation.”  

He said any ministry that the Word of God ruin ought to be 
ruined; the Word of God will stand.   I want to walk in that kind of 
ranks Alleluia! 

 I want to be in that company that fought the dragon and 
overcame by Michael’s two-edged sword. They stood in ranks of a 
great army, amen. When that angel came down with the Seven 
Seals Book opened to give me skill and wisdom.   

This world is passing away, the atomic bomb has been invented, 
Elijah has come before the earth is burned.  

The Bride has been gathered, soon the slaughtering angels will 
take their weapons  and let them loosed, Amen.   

I came to tell people run for your life, hell is being created on 
the earth friends, but I know a Tower, I am pointing to.   
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I’m not saying to run in panic I’m saying ‘Here is the Tower, 
run into the Word,’ Amen! Glory be to God in the Highest! Amen! 
Thank you Jesus, I love Him this morning, Amen!   

Let’s open to the book of Daniel, I want to preach out of Daniel 
and Revelation. I have things in my heart I want to preach but I 
just can’t preach it in services like these.  Because when I come I 
either hold you too long or it have to be preached for three or four 
days straight, so I just kind of throw in a little bit. 

 I am supposed to go to Australia maybe before the end of the 
year.  The brothers have been calling me and telling me they got it 
set up.  People from the last… who came back from the meeting 
there, you know what happened there?  When we had meeting a 
couple years ago (a couple times we went), they had to come from 
over two thousands miles, some people.  The meeting was so hard, 
but this time we want to go to Brisbane and Adelaide, go into 
Melbourne and different places where the churches are.  

 A lot of them are kind of deformed.  A little Corinthian church 
over here, a little Galatians church over here, a little Thessalonica 
over here, taking man’s spirit, the Hebrews…. started off and 
going back.  

So the brothers believe the ministry is greatly needed to go there 
because of the grace of God given me to see certain things.  To get 
a handful of meal and throw it in the pot to heal the pot.  To get 
amongst the bitter waters, instead of creating more bitter waters, 
heal the waters.  They have seen that and they really believe that is 
what is desired and they try and make it available, so God could 
have it ; and it’s such a great thing. 

In my heart, you see things here and you try to preach it.  
Sometimes people in the church, in the Third World countries, 
everybody studying economics, everybody studying this 
everybody studying that.  But people in the bigger countries who 
already have these things and they’re looking for it they want to 
get God.  For they realize they have all that and it still doesn’t 
satisfy them. 

  People who here felt all they have is God, but now they want 
some wealth and prosperity.  Well this kind of message doesn’t 
shake them too much, for it kind of disturbing their world, but 
when you get out there, people realize, ‘look I’ve got all these 
things and I’m miserable’ see!    
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You can preach the Word and shake them back to God!  That is 
why this is a shaking message and you know I don’t preach for 
popularity.  I’m one man who can’t be bought or sold by anybody.  
Preach the Word as hard as I can, not to be mean, but to prove that 
I could keep the standard high.  The more evil the world becomes 
is the higher the standard need to be raised.  Especially when you 
see in the Bible what is happening. 

I want to bring a little message here this morning that I feel is 
important. Some of the things I have been trying to speak in little 
bits and pieces.  

 We had a tremendous meeting yesterday maybe close to about 
eight hours or so.  Musicians, song-leaders, all singers, it was 
tremendous, we had like a retreat, discussion, participation, 
fellowship, prayers. Lot of different things we looked into that 
relate to ministry and the Word, trying to build up and see little 
areas in the church.   To see people catch the ministry, catch the 
faith to function in the ministry, catch the laws and principles to 
function more effectively in the ministry.  That’s what we’re trying 
to do, to perfect the places that’s lacking.  

 Trust by God’s grace He will bless our efforts and when we 
catch these things, we’ll work with it, we’ll water it, we’ll keep it 
fresh in our heart.  Wherever, God call you to serve you’ll be real 
servants of the Lord Jesus Christ.  

 Remember this is our life, sometimes what happens is when we 
have different conviction we move different.  This is the life. This 
is what you’re living for, this is the most important thing in your 
whole life.  Nothing else matters, this is life right here, hold to this 
Word.  This is what you’re raised up for. 

 Daniel Chapter 2, I’m going to be slow this morning, and take 
my time and read the scriptures in a way to bring light to the new 
ones and to the young ones growing up and even a way of 
remembrance to the old ones.  

 Long ago in the early days we had all these things stored up on 
tapes and so on, but it becomes so much more relevant as we see 
that time is running out.  The Holy Spirit appealing to prophecy, 
going back to the book of Daniel here, verse thirty-one.   

Since you all are acquainted we don’t have to read much 
background, we can just break right into the dream that 
Nebuchadnezzar had.  
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Remember the story, he forgot the dream, nobody could tell him 
what he dreamt and he was going to kill all the wise men.  Daniel 
prayed and God revealed to Daniel the dream and here is Daniel 
telling the dream. 

Verse 31:  
Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a great image.  

This great image, whose brightness was excellent, 
stood before thee, and the form of it was terrible.   

The image’s head was of fine gold, his breast 
and its arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of 
brass. His legs of iron… 

One of the first things that Daniel notices about the great 
excellent image was that it had four different minerals: gold, silver, 
brass and iron, as it kept coming from the head to the feet.   

Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out without 
hands, which smote the image upon his feet that 
were of iron and clay, and brake them to pieces; 
Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver and 
the gold, broken to pieces together, and became like 
the chaff of the summer threshing floors; and the 
wind carried them away, so that no place was found 
for them… 

Can you imagine a great mighty kingdom in the earth, and then 
its not there any more?  Even the great kingdoms in the days of 
Noah, after the flood, they were there no more.  We hear about 
Atlantis, can we find it on the earth today? It’s gone.  

…. no place was found for them. 
and the stone that smote the image became a 

great mountain, and filled the whole earth.   
This is the dream, and we will tell its 

interpretation before the king. (What a faith).   
Thou, O king, art a king of kings, for the God of 
heaven hath given thee a kingdom, power, and 
strength, and glory. 

And wheresoever the children of men dwell, the 
beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven hath 
he given into thine hand, and hath made you ruler 
over them all. Thou art this head of gold.   
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And after thee shall arise another kingdom 
inferior to thee, and another third kingdom of brass, 
which shall bear rule over all the earth.   
And the fourth kingdom, shall be strong as iron… 

Watch the description of the different kingdoms but when he 
comes to the fourth one, watch the description. 

… strong as iron: forasmuch as iron breaketh in 
pieces… 

Because we know the nature of the minerals, iron is the hardest. 
Iron is harder than brass, harder than silver, harder than gold, see. 
Though gold is the most expensive it is of greatest value. 

…and as iron that breaketh all these, shall it 
break in pieces and bruise.  

 A kingdom that is going to be strong that is going to break up 
other kingdoms. 

And whearas thou sawest the feet and toes part 
of potter’s clay and part of iron, the kingdom shall 
be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of 
the iron, for as much as thou sawest the iron mixed 
with the miry clay.   

And as the toes of the feet were part iron and 
part clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and 
partly broken. 

  Its all iron but when it came down to the feet and the toes it 
was iron and clay. It was a mixture and it was partly strong and 
partly broken.  Iron and clay don’t mix.   

And as whearas thou sawest the iron mixed with 
miry clay, they will mingle themselves with the seed 
of men…    

Notice ‘they’ catch that. ‘They shall mingle themselves with the 
seed of men.’ They are not the seed of men but ‘they’ will mingle 
themselves with the seed of men.’  There is going to be a 
hybridization of the people here, there is going to be a coming 
together. Now watch. 

…but they shall not adhere one to another, even 
as iron is not mixed with clay. 

  And in the days of these kings shall the God of 
heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be 
destroyed… 
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Can you imagine that? Now here is history being spoken before 
it was even made, by Daniel.  Today we look back since Daniel 
spoke about six hundred years before the Lord Jesus Christ; here 
today we are seeing that Babylon ruled the world, that Greece 
ruled the world. The Medes and the Persians ruled the world, the 
fourth was Rome exactly like it was told, and we are told that in 
the days of these kings coming to the toes, that will be the time that 
the God of heaven will set up his kingdom on the earth and that 
kingdom will never be destroyed. 

…and the kingdom shall not be left to other 
people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all 
these kingdoms and it shall stand forever. 

If you want to be in a kingdom, be in that kingdom, friend.  
This kingdom is going to break up all the other kingdoms. If you 
know what day you are living in, if you’re not in the head of gold 
or the breast of silver or the thighs of brass, or the legs of iron; if 
you are living in the days of the toes, then try to get into that other 
kingdom when it begins to be revealed.  Leave the Kingdom of this 
world, come out of her my people, be not be partakers of her 
plagues.  Judgment is coming to her.  Now watch it!  

Forasmuch as you that a stone was cut of the 
mountain without hands, and that it brake in pieces 
the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver and the gold, 
the great God hath made known to the king what 
shall come to pass hereafter:  and the dream is 
certain, and the interpretation of it is sure. 

No doubt about it, it is impossible for God to lie, heaven and 
earth will pass but this word must come to pass.   

Father may you bless the word, make it real to our hearts and 
may we understand the hour that we are living in, may it bring 
faith to serve you and please you, in Jesus name, Amen. 

I want to speak on a little thought that I will like to call it, (hit a 
few places and talk to the church a little bit), The Revival of the 
Roman Empire. Before we get started my thought will be like 
this… The Roman Empire never went out of existence.  It 
changed its outward texture, its here with us today.  The religion 
that is upon the face of the earth today, in the days of Jesus that 
killed Him and destroyed Him is still here today.  
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Because it has changed its outward form like a man who had a 
bad accident and almost died, but survived the accident and took 
plastic surgery and got a new identity, and is moving around in the 
world and people don’t know it’s the same man, because they 
published in the paper that the man was dead.  

Like when Clint Huggins, remember that time, they said that the 
man died.   It was a sting operation, they put that there. The police 
had to throw the people off.  Well this is a big sting operation that 
took the whole world.  

The same way they use the media information to confuse the 
minds of the people, blind them from the truth and make them 
believe the lie. Is the same way that the Bible says in Revelation 12 
that Satan will come down and deceive the whole world.  

 Matthew 24 says that if its possible even the elect will be 
deceived; the Bible said the whole world will wonder after the 
beast. Does the Bible say that? You’re Bible readers, you 
understand that I’m quoting the Scriptures.  

Sometimes a stranger may come in and think this man just 
coming and making statements left and right and have people 
influenced and don’t know these things are in the Bible, promised 
for the end time to warn the church. 

So this great ‘sting operation’ is on and the world is being 
deceived, but instead of the news that exposes the hoax made 
public, the Seventh Seal mystery uncover the enemy’s scheme to 
us.  Amen!  We know what the enemy is doing.   

We are being given a photograph of the man’s new image, that 
he is bearing since he did plastic surgery.  So he doesn’t fool us.  
And while they confuse people as to the man’s identity, and they 
say he is dead, and to keep that lie alive, to keep the strength of it 
on the people, every time they come and have a memorial service 
for the dead man. Ever so often things come out to remind you, 
don’t associate this man with that man, but we know this man is 
the same man.   

I was making a statement the other night.  Let me elaborate a 
little further what I’m saying so you can understand the world 
today.  You remember when I preached on ‘the Information 
revolution’, I was telling you, the world is not controlled by 
money, or weapons or resources.  At one time oil could have 
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controlled the world.  At one time it was weapons, and who had 
the biggest arsenal.  

Russia with there inter continental missiles and America with a 
big arsenal as well, and the arms race, armaments and everything 
else, and the world under the threat of a nuclear holocaust.  And it 
looked like who had the bigger weapons was the superpower and 
was going to take control and had the balance of power in their 
hands, and they were the ones to fear. 

Then, resources, all who owned all the stock in the stock 
market, all who owned this and the other, and it looked a certain 
way.  But now the world is coming to a new phase, what they call 
‘the information revolution’, information highway and the Internet 
and all these things, which is changing the way people live and do 
things.   

Every time a revolution comes, it changes the way people live.  
At one time in the agricultural age, people owned land, planted the 
garden, owned real estate, and that was power.  Then the industrial 
age came and man began to develop weapons and open up 
industries.  It moved people away from the land to the cities.  We 
had urbanization, everybody trying to get a white-collar job and 
work in factories.   

People were coming up under little family type businesses that 
were structured in a certain way.  A man had a farm, his children 
worked on the farm, then he would give them a piece of land, they 
start their own farm.  

That was the way of life, and then all that began to break up 
because under that revolution it was changing the way people live, 
work, play, everything.   

After that came the industrial revolution, which went on for 
hundreds of years until finally we come to the final revolution, 
which we proved and showed by the word; when it comes to the 
information revolution, its over.   

The judgment always comes and we showed them in the Bible 
how in the Bible God started with Cain who tilled the soil and 
Abel, who was a shepherd and they lived off the land, rearing 
livestock and every thing.  Then when Cain was cast from the 
presence of God, he began to do mining, he began to do industry, 
he began to bring out musical instruments, he began to build cities, 
and he went into industries and the world changed. 
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Men began to get beds, houses, utensils, and stoves to cook 
their food.  When men used to rub two sticks to light fire, rubbing 
two stones.   

Men used to kill an animal, hanged it up between two stakes 
and turn it over a fire that they light with the sun.  Now men have 
microwaves, barbeques, and all kinds of different things, why? 
Because it has changed, it evolved.  

Where did we get that?  The industrial age gave us these things.  
Man used to rip the skin off animals, tan it, dry it, take the 
sheepskin and wear it.  He walked around they say ‘that’s looks 
nice, boy.’ Today man wears a three-piece suit, made from the 
same animal. 

Man took the cotton plant, and wove the fibers and got nice 
cotton clothes.  Where you get that from?  The industrial age gave 
us that.   Man used to live in a cave under a tree, dig a hole and try 
to put some leaves and branches around himself, to keep off the 
weather and so on.  Now man has started to design this, make 
blocks, take iron from the earth, make steel rods and different 
things.  Architects began to draw different things, making heating 
and insulation and central heating and air-conditioning when it gets 
too hot, chimneys and firesides when it gets too cold.  They keep 
everything nice.   

They have heat, they get oil and they get coal to bring heating, 
in the countries where they have winter.  Where do we get that?  
The industrial age.  

Women used to go down to the riverbank and beat their clothes 
on two big stones and throw them over a tree branch to bleach in 
the sun.  Now she presses a button and the washing machine is in 
cycle whilst she’s cooking.  She puts the food in the micro wave, 
then in the fridge, she puts something in the dryer, it spin dries., 
she takes food out the micro wave and it’s a different type of life.  
Where do we get that?  The industrial age.  It changed the way we 
live. 

If they try to push you back into the agricultural age, you 
wouldn’t go back at all, because you would feel poor and 
depressed.  The poor countries, the depressed countries are 
suffering.  Give them aid, give them foreign investment, build 
industries, help the economy of the country to do what?  Bring 
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them out of the agricultural age into the industrial age.  
Technology and science. 

But now they have found a commodity that is far greater, 
because technology has advanced along a certain line, which was 
information.  

And information is the commodity that you can disperse and 
disburse and share and send across the world in a way that is 
unhindered.  

 If they are manufacturing cars in Trinidad and they are 
exporting to Chile, or they are manufacturing bricks in Trinidad 
and they are sending to Cuba, or they manufacture medicine in 
Cuba and send to Japan, there are many ways that it can be done.  
Either they ship it by boat if there is no land freight to go the entire 
distance, or they ship it by air.  But information! And they have to 
have enough boats to send it to different destinations at one time.  
If you only have five boats it can only go in five directions, or you 
get five routes where you can make stops. It stops in the first 
country and drops off, stops in the second country, drops off, etc, 
so the ship carrying different kinds of cargo drops off things at 
different ports.   

By the time the ship makes a six-month journey, millions of 
dollars in motorcars, or clothing and different things have been 
dropped at different ports. 

But information travels at the speed of light.  And the whole 
world is united; we can send the same thing here around the whole 
world.  The whole world sees the Olympics at the same time.  The 
whole world sees boxing at the same time.   

Because of the way that information is not hindered and can 
move at such speed and everything that happens depends on 
information to make it happen.  You want to make this pulpit?  
You have to get the knowledge on where to get the wood.  If a man 
knows where you get a certain type of wood, you ask certain 
people if he gets that information and he doesn’t share it, he could 
buy all the wood if he gets the resources. 

(Talking about a recent article in the newspaper) This man had 
money, this man had guns, this man had resources, houses and 
estates; and the biggest threat to the man was information.  And all 
the crimes that they were tried for was trying to prevent 
information from being made public.  All the witnesses that died, 
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that they killed, were to make sure that the information they had 
did not incriminate them by being made public.   

So they spent thousands and millions of dollars to stop that 
information.  They hired high-powered lawyers to manipulate 
information and make it so confusing.  

Men, who have a mouth and learning, take information and 
make information so smooth and diversified, like a weapon, to tear 
down, to confuse, to blind, to smother.  Yet the same thing they 
tried to stop, is what came and put them away in prison, death 
sentence, information.  

I shared this with some little sisters yesterday. You know 
something, long ago, man. When a man was a police informer, you 
get some bum by the side of the road, some alcoholic in some bar, 
rum shop by the corner, some dark sleazy-looking place, 
interfering with women, drinking puncheon rum, sleeping on the 
floor. They want to know what happened because they hear these 
men hang out in this bar.   

So they go and give the man twenty dollars to buy some 
whiskey that he never drank in his life, or some Mackeson stout he 
doesn’t buy with his own money, call for barbecue chicken and 
they say, “what were those men talking about in the bar last night? 
They was going to make a hit, who are they going to hit?” “We 
hear Coke and Bull say they was going to do so and so”, they give 
him twenty dollars and they gone, they call him a police informer. 

 But look as the world change, look how valuable information 
gets.  The same man who they use to treat so long ago in my days, 
now gets a new identity, he and his family, he goes to the States to 
start a new residence, he gets a new job, he gets a million dollars.  
He gets state protection, a hotel, and a car to move around, cellular 
phone, everything he getting, because he is a police informer. 
Why? Information has changed, they know the commodity, they 
know the value of it, they know the power of it. 

Nobody can suppress it, because this type of commodity, where 
you make a motor car so big and so heavy you still need a ship that 
size to carry the same car.  You’re making a journey so long; you 
still need enough oil in that tanker to carry it that distance in the 
sea and carry this heavy thing.  
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 But where as you may use a building this size to store a few 
containers of books or something, a whole library can be put on 
one CD now because now you could do that with information.  

Where they spend thousands of dollars to transport people, 
executives in some big office to go to another country, to have 
some big high-powered meeting;  

Now they sit right in their own office and have a 
videoconference.  And they do every thing by video conferencing. 

Now long ago poor people couldn’t get to the States for medical 
attention because they can’t raise the money, they have to get 
Guardian Neediest Fund and they wait until the person get old and 
die already, they can’t raise the money. They begging BWEE 
(Trinidad national airline) or somebody to carry them up for half 
price or something.  They trying to rent a wheelchair to move 
them, hire a nurse to carry them up it’s some much protocol and 
bureaucracy to get it done.  

Now the specialists up there can look at the files here on his 
computer screen and give instructions, and the patient does not 
have to move anywhere. See! Tele-medicine; information, a New 
World coming in. 

While the church was doing this, building their Bible schools, 
doing this, God come back in this day. Holy Spirit the Angel of the 
Lord dropped down, opened up the Seven Seals, quickened men by 
the baptism of the Holy Spirit just like Peter and Paul.  No Bible 
school, no years in the seminars, no man embalming fluid pour 
into them.   

God by information, by a revolution, by a divine revelation. 
Paul said, “Not by the will of man”,... before the information age 
The Logos, The pillar of fire, The Omniscient God, The 
Intelligence, Himself.  He said, “I used to be at the feet of Gamaliel 
with all his students.   Gamaliel had so many students he took 
some from eight to twelve and some from eight to four.  ‘Do this, 
do that. Do some extra study at the side’, but since that Pillar of 
Fire came down and carried me in the wilderness, I come back 
here, I know ‘the whole counsel of God.’ Information age, it’s 
different, a new age is coming in. 

This is where believers. We have to grow up, we have to grow 
up, we have to catch the change in the world.  This is why the 
revelation is given.  
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Let me tell you, every day the world changes and I see more 
and more why this revelation was given. I understand it better 
because I realize that without it you will never understand what is 
happening.  And the more I see what is happening is the more it 
drives me to be desperate and to preach the gospel and to try to 
wake people up, because the Seven Thunders is to wake up people.  

People like to quote that and create a jumping thing and a 
rolling thing and laughing thing and ‘we powerful and they ain’t 
wake up and they ain’t know what is going on at all’.  

They looking at the same world getting tied up and entangled 
with the affairs of this life and they don’t know anything and the 
talking about the Thunders, boy, and blind as a bat can’t even see 
what is happening around you.  

No spiritual discernment, supporting the very thing that is 
against the word of God. And that is why friends you realize that is 
very, very few.  

A man who looked like he had the Holy Ghost here five years 
ago, as the world changes and things progress, five years now, you 
see he really doesn’t have the Holy Ghost.   

Brother Branham, said ‘When I first went out, men who I 
considered the cream of the crop, when I come here in the second 
pull and discernment starts I realized they weren’t spiritual’.  
Same man but time changed it advanced a little more it uncovers 
more woes on the inside as it grows out.   

That is why when the Word quickens to a person you have to 
walk and live a certain way friends.  This revelation is nothing to 
study and theorize and discuss over. This is nothing to dress up 
yourself and say, ooh, the word getting deep boy!  It is not a kind 
of spiritual Carnival (Trinidad festival), no.  

This is for people who went and prayed like Daniel, Daniel 
went and prayed, Lord, this man is going to wipe out the whole 
place, tell us what is going on.  God dropped down this vision, and 
what was it?  The information revolution. 

Where would Daniel get access to that? Nebuchadnezzar lay 
down in his bed; the video program came on transmitting from 
God’s transmitting station, and in his sub conscious, while the first 
conscious was asleep, dormant, he is seeing all of this in a dream 
with another eye, with another vision.  And he is seeing this big 
image; he is seeing all the colors, he is seeing the glory, he is 
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seeing how it stood up there so powerful, and then he sees the 
thing destroyed until it can be found nowhere, he sees it driven 
away.  He was so astounded, but when he got up and pushed back 
in the tape, he had a blank tape.  He didn’t press the recording 
button so when he got up the next morning, the thing didn’t tape at 
all.  He said to himself, I couldn’t retrieve this thing; I didn’t save 
it.   

It came down the super highway through the Internet, it came 
onto the screen and I should have saved the thing and I didn’t save 
it and now I have a power shortage.  It’s gone. 

So he called all these magicians, soothsayers, who linked up 
with the fifth dimension but that didn’t come from there.  Man 
gave him bat wings, crocodile tails; all kinds of “jigger bush” 
mixed up, but nothing was happening, said what is going on, all 
them different things.  

Daniel and they now know that sound like even though it did 
not come from up we know one source that could tell us what it is. 
Because even though they operating pirate down here, (Bro Vin 
laughs) He knows every operation.  

 So they called to God, “Lord tells us what this man dreamed.” 
Now catch this you know, the Director of that station who 
transmitted that information, He called up the angel who is over 
dreams.  He said last night you were showing so-and-so; you let 
this thing come up on Nebuchadnezzar set.  You know the file 
name, you know you have NB Babylon.  I want a rerun of the same 
program; this time let it come on Daniel’s set. Praise God! Amen, 
hallelujah! Glory! 

The same God who transmitted it before, he had the tape in the 
library. It was stored so it could have been replayed a second time. 
A rerun of the same program, and Daniel looked at it, he watched 
the program.  

He went to Nebuchadnezzar now. He say let me tell the king 
what he saw. He say, ‘you saw this and you saw this and then you 
saw this, he told him what he saw, until a stone came out.   And 
when the stone came out it did not strike the thing on the head’. 
Nebuchadnezzar waiting to hear where he would say it strike, he 
say I would know if this is the same picture I saw.  

When he started to go into details, and he said, ‘now further 
than that now, I’ll tell you what it means too. Because what you 
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saw, it is such a high mystery you saw here, you don’t even 
understand what it means.  It looks like a horror movie to you, it 
look like some great something, but behind that there is a spiritual 
significance’.  He said, ‘I would tell you what it means’. 

Daniel started to uncover the dream. Now watch something! He 
had access to something, he had access to information; he was 
linked up with an Intelligence who could reveal things.  

And then he went and pray.  In his prayer, through the 
experience, he said, “Oh God who revealed secrets”.  Why? 
Because he had the experience, and he is praying out of 
experience.  

Like I was saying yesterday, God gives you experience, He did 
something, He revealed Himself in a certain way, you expressing 
back, you say it, you experienced it.   

When Nebuchadazzer heard that, he realized, he understood, 
you had to be linked up to the same Man. He said, it ended up on 
my set, but I don’t know where it came from.  You have to be in 
touch with the Source, and if that Source can give that kind of 
information and you are in touch with that Source, I respect you.  
A heathen man can respect what a man getting and know from 
God, think of it!  

Now watch friends. This is ‘The Revival of the Roman 
Empire’, Daniel saw the kingdom.  The head of gold is Babylon; 
the chest of silver is the Medes and the Persians.  You know the 
scriptures.  Let’s read one or two so we kind of help some who 
may not be acquainted. 

 Let’s turn to Daniel 7 and take a different view of the same 
kingdoms. Because this was shown to Daniel afterwards.  This one 
wasn’t shown to Nebuchadnezzar it was shown to Daniel. Because 
God wanted to reveal something further to Daniel about these 
kingdoms  

Doesn’t it amaze you how God can fore- show the history that 
is going to be made even before it is made? Sit down and  meditate 
on that sometimes.  Then you will realize just how sure the Word 
of God is. This is over twenty six hundred years we are talking 
about you know. We are not in the head of gold, that is finished, 
we are not in the chest of silver, that part is finished, we are not in 
the thigh of brass, that part is finished, we are not in the legs of 
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iron, that part is finished.  We have seen the appearing of the 
Stone. This Message is the coming of the Headstone.  Think of it. 

Daniel, chapter 7:  
In the first year of Belteshazzar (you know he 

was after Nebuchadnezzar) king of Babylon, Daniel 
had a dream and visions of his head upon his bed; 
then he wrote the dream and told the sum of the 
matters.  Daniel spake and said, ‘I saw in my vision 
by night, and, behold, the four winds of heaven 
strove upon the great sea.   

And four great beasts came up out of the sea, 
diverse one from another. 

Now when you get a dream like this, you are getting a good 
dream.  Now some people get dreams and they say, “I get a 
dream,” and they tell you the last part. Because they find the last 
part look more spiritual all the other parts the other part looks 
funny. But this is bible dreams here, this is how they come, this is 
how God makes himself known.   

The first was like a lion and had eagle’s wings; 
then I beheld till its wings thereof were plucked and 
it was lifted up from the earth, and made to stand 
upon the feet as a man; and a man’s heart was 
given to it 

  There are four beasts and this is the first one. So it is like a 
lion, had eagle wings. Then, 

And behold, another beast, a second, like a bear, 
and it raised up itself on one side and; it had three 
ribs in the mouth of it between its teeth of it; and the 
said thus unto it, ‘Arise devour much flesh.’  

They, the watchers, the one’s who is administrating the earth’s 
affairs. They say, ‘ok, arise and devour much flesh.  You will have 
three ribs in your mouth.’ See, they was thinking about conquest, 
beast represent power in the earth. First the kingdom was shown as 
four materials in one image now it is being shown as four beasts. 
The image show the outward texture of the thing, the glory of the 
kingdom, Looking at it outwardly. 

Look you go America, woo boy!  I remember when we went to 
America the first time and Bro Zeph coming down in the plane.  
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When he looked down there he said, ‘oh beautiful!’  He was seeing 
the glory of the kingdom from the plane, outwardly.   

In Bro Howie’s house, I got up the morning look in the mirror 
and the voice spoke to me said ‘you are on mount temptation.’  I 
said to the brothers there, ‘we want nothing from anybody here, 
first thing, turn to this one, I say, we come here for a work.  

Come in, do the work and go back out.’   When ministry is in a 
people, it is from birth, you know. You are shaped and molded into 
your work down through life’s journey.  Watch!   

After this I beheld and lo another like a leopard 
which had upon its back four wings of a fowl. 

 Notice how these wings are like a fowl, but the first one it 
identified, it is like an eagle, the lion.  See a greater kingdom, this 
is a lesser kingdom here.  

The beast had also four heads and dominion was given 
to it. 
After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a 

fourth beast… 
Now we already heard of the fourth kingdom, now we are 

seeing the spirit of these kingdoms. These wild beasts represented 
the nature of these kingdoms, the spirit behind the nation itself. 
Her parks are beautiful, her streets are paved, her buildings of 
architecture are the finest, her arenas so well built, her sports 
stadiums, her theatres are so nice, her shopping malls are so 
fantastic… we are seeing the glory, the gold and the silver and so 
on.  But the spirit of the nation itself is a wild devouring beast.  

 That is why the Bible says in Proverbs 6, you see the woman 
comes out decked in silk, smelling of sweet perfume.  She is sitting 
in the gates, her body language, she knows how to fix the feet, 
thing up the hair, wink the eyes the bible says. But it says, her 
gates are the gates of hell.  The man watches the clothing, he 
watches the body, he watches that.  He likes the winked eyes but 
he does not know the spirit there, he is going down in the pit.   

 Revelation makes you looks beyond the veil, whether it is in 
form in the natural.  Everything has a spirit behind it.  Beautiful 
woman rise up in America but is wicked in her heart.  She will lead 
that nation to destruction.  Sixth vision, remember that, sure. It is 
not the outward, friends, but what is in the inside.      
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Let’s look at the fourth beast, let’s study it. Fourth beast 
dreadful and terrible and strong exceedingly and it had great iron 
teeth.   

…and it had great iron teeth; it devoured and 
broke in pieces, and stamped the residue…( that is 
the three previous beast) … with its feet.   

Over in the image it will break and bruise the kingdoms. Now 
watch what it is doing here, it stamps and destroy them break them 
into pieces.  

…and it was diverse from all the beasts that 
were before it; and it had ten horns.   

I considered the horns, and behold there came 
up among them another little horn, before which 
there were three of the first horns plucked up by the 
roots; and behold, in this horn were eyes like the 
eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great things. 

Now you know, we have done a lot of study in the book of 
Daniel, we even had charts, we gave out and we have all that on 
tape here, but I am not trying to go into all these different details 
because we could never exhaust that with one service.  

So I am trying to move on ‘The Revival of the Roman 
Empire’. That is where my thought is that is where I am going, so 
don’t expect me to stop and break down all these details this 
morning.  

But verse 13; let’s drop down a little bit. I am just picking the 
places that I want to hold before you.  

Verse 13:   
I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like 

the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and 
came to the Ancient of Days, and they brought him 
near before him.   

And there was given him dominion, and glory, 
and a kingdom, that all people, nations and 
languages should serve him… 

Notice how this image had four materials and then what 
happened?  The rock came and destroyed it.  Notice these four 
beasts come, and then what?  One like the ancient of days, One 
that is wigged with a white wig, like Revelation, you get me, 
alright yes sir! The Ancient of days is come. 
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 …and all people, nations and languages should 
serve him…  

In Trinidad they’re going to serve him.  From Mexico to Latin 
America they are already serving him.  All Europe is serving him. 
America is now serving him.  He tore down the Berlin Wall, and 
broke up the Soviet States, and made all of them serve him too.  
They serve him everywhere now.   

And all the Protestant nations they may not be converted and 
become Roman Catholics, but he is going to make them serve him 
too.  They will give their power and support to the beast.  You 
know that is the Word.   

…his dominion is an everlasting dominion, 
which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that 
which shall not be destroyed.  

 I Daniel was grieved in my spirit in the midst of 
my body and the visions of my head troubled me.  

I came near unto one of them that stood by and 
asked him the truth of all this.  So he told me, and 
made known to me the interpretation of the things.  
These four great beasts, which are four, are four 
kings who shall arise out of the earth. 

God gave Daniel the vision, now he is giving him the 
interpretation and telling him the meaning of these things. 

But the saints of the Most High shall take the 
kingdom… 

Remember these two kings and two kingdoms, one is only 
impersonating the other, one is only trying to do what the other one 
is doing. Christ is bringing His kingdom to its fullness, Satan is 
doing the same thing, he has nothing original, he is impersonating.  
So when you look at one you understand the other. Because Satan 
was the first one who said, “I will be like God, I will be 
worshipped as God.”  You know that, that was his plans, 

But the saints of the most high shall take the kingdom, 
(so in the end the saints will overcome).  

And possess the kingdom forever even forever 
and ever.   

Then I would to know the truth of the fourth 
beast, which was diverse from all the rest… 
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We already know that the fourth beast was the fourth kingdom, 
and here we are understanding its diversity a little more. 

…exceedingly dreadful, whose teeth were of iron, 
and his nails of brass; which devoured and brake in 
pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet.  

And of the ten horns that were in his head, and of 
the other which came up, and before whom three 
fell, even of that horn that had eyes and a mouth 
(symbolic of people), that spoke very great things, 
whose look was more stout than its fellows. 

 You see ten fellows and this particular fellow was more 
stout that the other fellows.  

His mouth he can flatter more than these other fellows.  He is 
the chief false prophet and they are the other false prophets.  Like 
Zedekiah and the four hundred in type.   

I beheld, and the same horn made war with the 
saints, and prevailed against them;  

So if you understand the vision, he is telling the end before he 
tells in the middle.  He is giving the assurance that the saints are 
going to overcome and reign forever and ever. But he is telling 
now I beheld this one come and fought against the saints and he 
prevailed against them, he is not contradicting himself. 

Until the Ancient of Days came…  
He starts by telling us the Ancients of Days have come like a 

Stone and broke up everything and grew into a great Mountain. 
But they will prevail until the Ancient of Days come. 

 …and judgment was given for the saints of the 
Most High, and the time came when the saints 
possessed the kingdom.   

Thus he said, the fourth beast shall be the fourth 
kingdom… 

So now we have the image coinciding and comparing with the 
four beasts. We were told there were four kingdoms, and then the 
fifth kingdom was going to be the kingdom of the God of Heaven.  
That’s why when Hitler, Napoleon, Saddam Hussein and all 
different ones tried to rise and become a world power, they 
couldn’t become a world power, they had to fall short, because 
God had shown that there were only going to be four world 
powers.  God didn’t speak anything about Germany becoming a 
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world power, and Hitler tried; God didn’t speak about France 
becoming a world power and Napoleon tried.  God had named the 
four, and France and Germany weren’t part of that four.  

Do you see how accurate this history is?  Do you see how man 
even tries to defy God and try to defy the Word. Do you see that 
even though man had the arsenal and the armies and the planes and 
the ideas and everything to do it, yet something happened that it 
could not be done? Because the Word of God cannot be broken.   
How easy should it be. That the same God that does that shows 
you by His stripes you are healed, you’re healed.   

Can’t` people see the power of the Word? Think of it.  Rome is 
going to be the Fourth World Power, the days of the ten toes, and 
the God of Heaven shall set up his kingdom, it has nothing in 
between, God of heaven will set up his kingdom.    

As we understand the fourth beast and the fourth kingdom, my 
thought is that ‘it never went out of existence’.  It is still here with 
us.  What was the identification of the Empire?  In other words. I 
don’t want you to get lost in the terminologies.  

What was characteristic of the Roman Empire, if that didn’t go 
out of existence, it is still here. It hasn’t changed its purpose, hasn’t 
its nature or its characteristics.  Its outward image might be 
changed.   

Man takes plastic surgery, he is a thief, he’s still a thief.  Man 
takes plastic surgery he is an adulterer, he’s still an adulterer.  Man 
takes plastic surgery, he is a killer and a murderer, he’s still a killer 
and a murderer. Man takes plastic surgery, he is a liar, he is still a 
liar, is that right!  

 That outward texture is only cosmetic, doesn’t affect the man’s 
nature, it is only to deceive the eye.  

 So when a man says that his business is legitimate, when a man 
say this thing is over, it’s here still,  

I am going to show you all the chariot races they had, it became 
the Grand Prix today. All the arenas they used to have became the 
Olympics today.  

Look where the old, I was down in Caesarea, where they have 
the old Roman theatre down there that Caesar had, where Caesar 
himself came and watch the games and so on, they used to have.  
We took pictures right in the very place, and to think when you see 
that place, little amphitheatre and so on, put on their drama.  Look 
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where it evolves into - Hollywood! Look at the influence of 
Hollywood in relation to that.      

The Olympics is not about sport.  The last Olympics unveiled it, 
it was a zillion dollar industry, they call it. Everybody rant and 
rave, they only showing America, only showing America, 
America!  

They told you who came last in America in the last Olympics 
but they can’t tell you who came second and third right here in this 
one. Everything America! America! America! America! America!   

Why?   America owns the media and they are wicked and evil, 
they rejected a prophet and they are wicked and demon possessed.  
I’m not talking about people; I’m talking nationally.  And when 
you understand it on a national level you understand it on a city 
level; when you understand it on a city level, you understand it at a 
family level; and when you understand it at a family level, you 
understand it at an individual level.  A man who rejects God’s 
word is the same thing.   

Now watch the fourth kingdom, let’s look at it.  I hope this is a 
little more interesting to you. The Ancient of Days goes on and 
unfolds more to Daniel:   

And the ten horns (verse 24), out of this kingdom 
are ten kings that shall arise, and another shall 
arise after them and he shall be diverse from the 
first and he shall subdue three kings.  

 And he shall speak words against the Most 
High… 

You know sometimes, when you read that, the first thing you 
think is, a man get up and say, “is nothing, there is no God but the 
devil.  The man said, “I am God’s spokesman on earth”.  God put 
his power in the church and the church can forgive sin and the 
church can do this.   

That man is speaking against the Most High. That man say the 
church has this holy institution since the days of Jerome and Saint 
Ignatius.  He is speaking against God.  Remember these great 
words is a mouth given to speak flatteries to deceive the kingdom.   

He comes in like a serpent, how does the serpent deceive Eve? 
Yea had God said. “Oh honey, do you think God will judge you, a 
great and loving Father?  Did you ask for this apple tree over 
here, did you ask for this pomegranate?   This river where you 
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drink water, did you ask him to put that there?  What about this 
nice leopard that purrs and you play with every evening; did you 
ask God to create that?  It was all there before you, honey.  He 
thought about you.  Did he lease it, or did he give it out to you to 
enjoy?   

Did he give you servants or did he give you dominion over it?  
Now tell me again, does He love you or does He not love you?”  
That is speaking against God.   God said, “The day you eat that 
day you shall surely die,” you shall surely die, they found it out 
afterwards.  

 Every time you see a hospital, a graveyard, a war, an 
abandoned child, some abortion, some suicide; its because that 
person in the Garden of Eden, believing that lie, and ‘the beast at 
the beginning and the beast at the end, through, the trail of a 
serpent’.  What was in Genesis comes to maturity here, nothing 
strange. 

May God open up your mind and give you insight as you walk 
the streets of this nation, when you sit and you read magazines and 
you peer through the windows that give you a view in other worlds 
and other nations; and when you get all ecstatic and excited, 
remember that it will pass away.  The elements shall burn with 
fervent heat, and it shall be turned into ashes like Sodom and 
Gomorrah.   

Remember that there is another city coming from heaven that 
will remain forever and ever.  This is the day, this is the age. 
Remember the earth is to burn after Elijah comes. 

 If you’re trying to prove to people that that Elijah is John the 
Baptist, the earth didn’t burn after John. This is that Elijah!   Then 
you’re living like the earth isn’t going to burn, then you don’t 
really believe that is Elijah. You understand me?   

He shall speak great words against The Most High, 
and shall wear out the `saints.   

 …and think to change the times and the laws. 
 You see where this man is going to go?  Now tell me how this 

man is going to change the times and the laws.  Now watch this 
now, I want to show you, what you see coming in, friends, what 
you see emerging and coming like legislation, like betterment and 
advancement and progress.  Remember that is the snare, remember 
that.  That is the mischief of Haman at work. 
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…and they shall be given into his hand until a 
time, and times and the dividing of time. 

He shall think to do it, and it shall be given to his hand.  It is 
being done, but being done by permission.  Notice, that, is being 
done by permission, he is being permitted to do it.  

God is letting him have his way, because you know why? It is 
going to serve God’s purpose.  God says you have to judge it.  
What does that tell you in the natural? When a man has a desire 
against the word of God, God gives him that too.  

 Not just hearing prophecy and this and Daniel.  Every man. 
Didn’t God give Balaam the desire of his heart?   Didn’t God give 
Cain the desire of his heart?  Didn’t God let Judas carry out the 
desire of his heart? 

Remember anything you read in the bible when you see it in 
one place, whether you see it in a city, or in a nation, that applies to 
every area of life. Don’t just say that is only for the Beast in the 
last days, that is for every man.   

When God is going to judge the world, God judges the whole 
world on the basis of judging one man, because the world is just 
one man multiplied.  When the world started it was just one man 
alone, that was the whole world.   

God said, ‘the day you eat you shall surely died.’  God is going 
to judge one man, who is the whole world by himself, because one 
man is a miniature world. You understand that friends that? 
Friends, see God, see how God is.   When we talk of God and we 
serve God and we walk with God, we take God’s Word and apply 
it.  Is not some play thing.  God’s Word is real.    

But the judgment shall sit and they shall take 
away his dominion, to consume and destroy it unto 
the end.   

And the kingdom and the dominion, and the 
greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, 
shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most 
High; whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, 
and all dominions shall serve and obey him. 

So here what we are seeing is…. What we’ve read so far is, it 
takes us quite a while to read those two scriptures.   We were 
comparing the four metals to the describe the four kingdoms in the 
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image and we were comparing that with the four beasts and the 
nature of these beasts.  

And every time God give Daniel, let me say this here, the whole 
book of Daniel is only developing that one revelation in the 
beginning, where God showed Daniel those first four kingdoms of 
the world, as the image.  Every successive vision, every successive 
dream, every successive revelation only develops further the 
original revelation, giving you more details of the original 
revelation.  When He gives you Seventy Weeks and all these 
things, this only giving you further` details, because the Seventy 
Weeks fits into the very Image itself too.   

So you start up with the picture of the four world kingdoms and 
you see it in history. Then as the details unfold and is a little more 
specific, then you’re can understand a little better the details that 
have made up history for the last 2600 years.  Then the very 
history that is being made known in the world today, what we read 
as news in Time Magazine and National Geographic, daily 
Newspapers and C.N.N. that is only bringing out further details of 
the same vision, because that is symbolic of the four world 
kingdoms, until the kingdom of God comes. 

  That is why modern events have been made clear by 
vindicated prophecy.  That is why the Message comes forth to 
anoint our eyes.  

 When we look around here, is not I am looking for the Lord to 
come, but I don’t know what the Lord is doing, no, no!  It’s saying 
the Lord is coming, look what he is doing. You understand that? A 
lot of people live like well I don’t know what is going on, but I am 
looking for the Lord to come. No, no.   

This is telling you, the day shall come like a woman in travail. 
(1 Thessalonians 5)  A woman in travail knows she lived out nine 
months. She doesn’t get pain the second month and say, “oh Lord 
the baby coming,” no, no!  She knows it’s different when she 
reaches that stage.  She know when the baby comes in position, 
when the contraction takes place.  When the pain starts to come 
long and fast, she knows she is entering into labor. Then she sees 
the waters come, she knows next thing is blood, then the child is 
going to come. 

That’s why we had the Church Ages, the Seven Seals, all this is 
pointing out to us, Ephesus is finished, Smyrna is finished, 
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Pergamos is finished, Thyatira is finished, Sardis is finished, 
Philadelphia is finished, Laodicea is finished, black out.   

Here is the coming of the Lord, a mighty Angel with an opened 
book; here is the Son of Man being revealed between the Son of 
God and The Son of David, placing us.   

Here is the First Seal where it started, here is the Second Seal 
where it unfold; here is the third, it ties it together, giving us more 
details so we could know where we at.   

Here is the young Rabbi going out with healing.  Here is young 
Rabbi discerning the heart.  Here is the young Rabbi speaking the 
Word.  Here is young Rabbi opening the word, here is the young 
Rabbi preaching to the lost and raising the sleeping saints.  

 More details to bring it down to the end. When you understand 
the vision, when you understand what you’ve been walking in all 
these years, it is impossible to see it and not be sold out to it, 
because the only ones who see it, it can give rapturing faith, they 
see the end. 

That is why when people talking about intercession and 
everything else.  They are confused and every thing else. You 
know what is going on, because they’re not seeing anything that 
has been happening..  They’re blind from 1965 after the prophet 
left until 1996, and because they don’t know what is happening, 
they look around the world and that don’t mean anything to them.  
They cannot place those things in the Bible.  

 So they have a big gap in their minds, so this interpretation 
blows them that way, it sound good, this interpretation  blows them 
that way, it sounds good. You know why?  During that time there 
is a Bride who is having an experience inside of here, and because 
she is part of the fulfillment, everything around her make sense, it 
relates to her. That is why her faith is anointed faith, her faith 
separates her from the world. It is not I’m trying to live the life or 
God, I wish I could get away from that. 

 From the time the vision burst in the heart, ‘put the shackles on 
Lord.’ I’m convinced, I’m certain of God, I’m convinced. I gave 
my life for this. You might make a slip a here carrying out the will 
of God, make a slip here carrying out the will of God, but the thing 
is, as what the world is, whether you want to live in there, whether 
maybe the message isn’t right, not a believer, not a believer, 
brother, no sir!  
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You are going to break up every scripture if you make that so. 
Peter couldn’t go back fishing even though he tried.  

He shown them that His word... ‘I done say you will have the 
keys and you saying you going back fishing.  Who is stronger, my 
Word or you’? Stood up by the sea ‘You catch anything? Come 
and dine, bread and fish on the fire.  Feed My sheep, feed My 
lambs.  Get out of here! Go and do My work.  Amen!’ Glory be to 
God in the highest.   

Look at how He dealt with Abraham, bringing Ishmael, “oh 
that Ishmael may live,” He said, ‘If you talk that one more time! 
Hallelujah! My covenant is with Isaac he’ll come the same time 
next year.’  

And said, ‘he will come through Sarah and he shall be heir of 
all things.  Talk no more of Ishmael, I will bless him for your sake, 
but talk no more, that’s it.’  Your will is not stronger than God’s 
Will, friends. 

  And let me tell you, God deals with people in such a way.  As 
He told Ananaias “Oh God, that’s the man that’s destroying the 
church, that Saul of Tarsus; Go and baptize him, Lord; Lord you 
know what you’re doing?’  He said, ‘he will suffer many things in 
My Name.’ God already told the man before he began to serve 
God, ‘you have many things to suffer for My Namesake.’   

Could you imagine that? God is telling a man he has many 
things to suffer for His Name sake, and the man is saying ‘God 
that’s a hard life I can’t live that, man.   I tell you the amount of 
things that happens in my life since I become a Christian, like 
things get worse. Nobody, when I was in the Pharisee church, they 
never locked me up in jail, I never get ship wrecked, I never get 
beaten, you sure this thing right’?  That proves it is right, that’s all 
the proof right there.   It’s how you see God.  

You see that is why some people come to God with all kind of 
concept and don’t want to let it go and the thing they want to hold 
on to and get God to work through it, it weakens them, weakens 
them, weaken them.  Throw it out, and surrender to God, humble 
yourself under the mighty hand of God, let God make the Word 
real, then you’ll find where real power and strength lies.   

Then you can sing ‘through it all, through it all, I’ve learnt to 
trust in Jesus, I’ve learnt to trust in God.  I thank Him for the 
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mountain, I thank him for the valleys, if I never had a problem, 
how would I know God can solve them.’ 

Then you see the devil vex, he crying down the place.  You 
said, ‘What happen?”  He said ‘I trying to make that man deny 
God, he say I am frustrated, best I go to hell right now I will make 
you suffer before you go to hell.  Sure! He will go to hell slowly. 
(congregation laughs)  ‘I have my time to put you there.’   

You think Elijah and them alone who cried, “Lord take my 
life.”  Frustration does do that and that is the devil kind of 
frustration!  When you see people panicking and bawling, you can 
imagine what happens when Satan gets a nervous breakdown. You 
see what Moses did with Pharaoh. He said ‘Take them, take them!’   

See, frustration. Brother Branham said on ‘Why cry, Speak’ see 
a man can serve God until he frustrates the devil.  How many want 
to be a devil frustrator?  You want to be a devil frustrator?  
Remember when he came against Jesus.  Jesus gave him ten 
thousand volts; he left him for a season.  Sure!  That’s the way you 
want to be friends.   

This Message has power inside of it.  Not this kind of soft life, 
oh boy the place too hot, like you’re suffering.  You’re not 
suffering, the place hot. Oh my! Thank you Lord! Let me not be 
fooling around, make some progress here.  Like I can’t get to say 
what I want to say. 

Let me hit Chapter 8 and I am just going to make a spin right 
there Daniel 8 verse 23, because in Chapter 8 He goes a little more 
into this second and third kingdom before it comes into the fourth 
kingdom.   

You know the story about ‘the ram and the he-goat’, we went 
through that before. If you want to study them we have these tapes 
in the library, just go and ask them for the series on Daniel where 
we speak about ‘the ram and the he-goat’ and these things and you 
will get it and will be able to fill in the places in your own personal 
study, until we come back around again; but right now we are 
dealing with ‘this fourth kingdom’. ‘The Revival of the Roman 
Empire’.   This thing people do not recognize what it is.  That is 
why the whole world is wondering after it, verse twenty-three.   

Maybe I should read verses twenty and twenty-one, so you will 
understand what’s happening.  Verse eight to nineteen tells about 
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‘the ram and the he-goat’, so now He is referring to what was in 
the previous verses. 

The ram that thou sawest… 
Daniel, chapter eight, verse twenty: 

The ram which you saw with the two horns, these 
are the kings of Medes and Persia. 

 In one place it was shown as ‘a bear with three ribs in its 
mouth’.   In another place, it was ‘a ram’.  ‘The ram’ was the 
symbol of Persia, as we have ‘the Scarlet Ibis’ and ‘the Flamingo’ 
here on our thing, they have ‘the ram’.  Just like America has ‘the 
eagle’, Australia has ‘the kangaroo’ on their emblems and so on as 
the Coat of Arms and Greece symbol was ‘the goat’.  In one place 
Greece is shown as ‘the leopard’ in its conquest but over here it 
given you the symbol on the coat of arms. 

   And the rough goat is the king of Greece, and 
the great horn that is between his eyes is the first 
king. (This is Alexander the Great). 

“Now that being broken whereas four stood up 
for it four kingdoms shall stand up out of the 
nations but not in his power. 

  And you know history and the Message also verifies it, how 
Alexander the Great died at the age of 33 years, after he had 
conquered everything and there was nothing else to conquer, just 
like Christ; died at 33 but he had conquered both worlds seen and 
unseen.  

And then Alexander when he died, his kingdom was divided by 
four generals, and was finally absorbed into the Roman Empire. 

Now I want to show you something what happens with the 
nations.  At one time Trinidad… Let’s take for instance what is 
happening right now, and these are some of the things I want to get 
to.  What is happening right now, we are seven miles from 
Venezuela from Cedros.  Venezuela has everything we need, that 
we go and buy in North America.  Yet we travel and we pay 
thousands of dollars to take a plane to go to North America.   

People go to learn, they learn in the States, Canada and 
England, and pay thousands of dollars to go that distance, where 
their children is so far away who go to study medicine, who go to 
study law and they could get all these same things in Venezuela 
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right there. But the reason why we don’t do it is because of the 
language, though by geography we are very close to them.  

Because the Caribbean was divided up, the Spanish had part, 
the British had part, the French had part, these were all spoils of 
war.  Remember I preached something here sometime ago when 
they had a (CARICOM) Caribbean Summit and they put us with 
Columbia, Bolivia, Venezuela and Mexico, they had all them there 
right there with the Caribbean countries and they had the 
(CARICOM) Caribbean Summit, they were trying to set up trade 
agreements, commerce and other things. Movement of money, 
people, air industry and different things.  I said, what is going to 
happen is that these people have air force, army, militia, and 
resources, they have everything. Their population is in the 
millions.  We only have 1.3 million people, their cities have more 
people than our whole nation has. 

I made a statement and said that we are going to end up like the 
spoils of war.   

For all you know in the future, a place like here, could just 
become a gambling den. We might develop the beach, we might do 
something, we might take Grenada where they are planting nutmeg 
and say we don’t need a whole island to plant nutmeg, we’ve nice 
beaches let’s develop the beaches and forget the nutmeg; we’ll 
plant nutmeg somewhere else.  This place only sells bananas, 
bananas, we’ll develop a next one and plant the banana. They have 
their plans to rearrange everything.  

Now that may seem far-fetched, but remember the history of a 
place reveals the identity.  How did the Caribbean get colonized? 
The Slave trade.  That’s the origin of this place being populated.  
The Slave Trade, see!  Our ancestors weren’t Caribs and Arawaks.  
Those were the indigenous peoples here.   

The others were rooted out of their societies and brought here to 
be used as labor for the plans of other people, stripped of their 
ways, stripped of their rights.  That’s how the society evolved. It 
kept changing hands.   

That’s why we have Martinique speaks French right here, 
Guadeloupe also; Venezuela speaking Spanish right here; we have 
Guyana talking one type of English, we talking one type of 
English, Jamaica talking another type of English; 
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 Haiti speaking French, and right next to Haiti is Santo 
Domingo, one island divided into two, One Spanish, one French.  

Why is it like that?  It’s spoils of war, and that is how it 
evolved. Sometimes we don’t think in the natural.  Well because 
we had an origin, we got back here, we get back to it.  

Now here today these places, they became that because of its 
geography, where it was placed, the reason it was placed.  It was 
territory that they could have come in and invaded and taken over, 
and develop what they wanted to develop in it.   

And that is why you had Germany, East Germany and West 
Germany, and today is no longer East Germany or West Germany, 
there is just one Germany.  A wall was torn down, ideologies are 
changing and it has become one Germany now.  Before it was one 
Germany, then it became two Germany, now it has come back to 
one Germany.  So you get an idea of how one part of a kingdom 
can get absorbed into another kingdom. 

  We have a lot of places like Santa Cruz and Siparia and San 
Fernando, all these Spanish names because at one time the Spanish 
controlled here too.  

Then the British had it, so it was changing hands. At one time it 
was part of the Spanish kingdom, then it was part of the British 
kingdom. It was just property, real estate. You go and buy a piece 
of real estate in Siparia, and a man one has owned that before you, 
you then sells it to next man, a business man.   Buy a car, and it 
had about four previous owners.  Why?  It is in different kingdoms, 
they are just moving. 

Well just so, when Alexander, when his kingdom and it broke 
up, it was absorbed. Now The fourth kingdom, all previous 
kingdoms are absorbed into it.   

Like in the natural, you have the plant kingdom that feeds off 
the mineral kingdom. Is that right? Then a little higher than the 
plant kingdom you have the animal kingdom, that feeds off the 
plant kingdom. And then we are at the top of the food chain, thank 
God. So we can eat the beast and we can eat the lettuce and tomato 
on top the burger too. Now you don’t realize it comes up the food 
chain.   

When it comes to you, inside of you, have the minerals from the 
mineral kingdom, that come up through the plant kingdom, then 
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the animal kingdom and then into you the human kingdom.  It’s all 
absorbed into you. 

 Well it is the same way that these kingdoms, the fourth 
kingdom this was a diverse beast.  It had part, it is called mystery 
Babylon.  Something about the first kingdom was still inside of it, 
even though the first kingdom went out.   

 You understand what I’m saying. Because In war when one 
nation conquers another nation it takes their resources, It takes the 
brains, the people, the intelligent people.  Didn’t Nebuchadnezzar 
do that?  Didn’t he raised up in sciences? Exactly that’s what is 
happening.  

When you understand the world and what is happening, you see 
all these corporate takeovers and you see how the world is 
changing.  Didn’t the Word show it was a white horse, a red horse, 
a black horse, but all of them ended up as a pale horse?  That is 
what is happening.  But as things keep changing, without 
revelation you loose sight of it and you think it doesn’t exist, but 
its right here, in another form. 

Doesn’t the same God who is a Pillar of Fire, a Pillar of Cloud 
moving become a man afterwards, and walking with the people.  

And then they start to spit on Him and kicked Him around and 
that was the same God, the revelation, walking with Blood before 
all the time.  Look how when He changed form, they get confused.  
When it come in people they start to beat and lock them up and 
throw them in prison and kill them.  That’s the same God was 
inside the people. 

That is why with the Word, friends, you need to wake up.  That 
is why you always hear me say, the clothes is not the man, the man 
is in the clothes. Clothes don’t make the man. He could dress up in 
the most expensive clothes, he could dress up like priest and give 
people communion and say “genuflect,” and make you bow and 
the clothes, you respect.   

You see man walking in a police uniform so, like them fellas 
(fellows) running with a big sledge hammer and bust the door, 
Police! Police! In Williamsville, wasn’t police, technically it 
looked like police too.   

There were backslidden police inside there.  When you watch 
and see what is happening. 
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  Oh God, help me I’m a failure as a preacher.  Okay, verse 23, 
let’s take the last part, you’ll find something real powerful here.  
You’ll understand what we were talking about, a little better.  I 
explained all that to show you how the kingdoms the first, second 
and third kingdoms were absorbed into this fourth kingdom, which 
is diverse from all other kingdoms, and that is the one that is here 
on the earth today.  It didn’t go out of existence.   

And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the 
transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce 
countenance, and understanding dark sentences 
shall stand up. 

  And his power shall be mighty, but not by his 
own power…   

In these last days a man is going to rise up and this man is going 
to have such eloquence and such knowledge and such power; but 
this man power will not be ordinary political power or financial 
power alone, it will be the devil incarnate, see. It say the beast in 
the beginning of the Bible, the beast in the middle of the Bible, 
Satan was in Judas when God was in Jesus, Satan was in Judas 
right there. God and the devil was incarnate right there.  

Then the last days he is going to come, but when it come back 
there, friends, he would be so powerful but not by his own power. 
Now catch this now. 

…and he shall destroy wonderfully… 
 Isn’t that something? This man will be so destructive; this man 

will have perfected the art of destruction.  This man will destroy, 
big kingdoms will fall. How many Remember when Poland fell? 
And I preached here and we had ‘the Time Magazine’...called ‘The 
Holy Alliance’ and President Reagan from Washington, and we 
talk about ‘the Vatican/Washington alliance’ and the Pope, both of 
them begin to put out how they undermined the Communist system 
and brought the fall of the Communist power; because Poland was 
the biggest ally to Russia, and their aim was to topple Russia to 
elevate America.  

 To break Russia they took the most powerful ally and broke 
them, and when they broke them, then they had control. Then 
Russia came tumbling down afterwards. Now watch, so here he 
says. 
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And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the 
transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce 
countenance, and understanding dark sentences, 
shall stand up. 

And his power shall be mighty, but not by his 
own power: and he shall destroy wonderfully, and 
shall prosper, and continue, and shall destroy the 
mighty and the holy people.  

This man is going to destroy so wonderfully, he will take ‘The 
holy people’ so easily, he will get the money all tied up and then 
change the currency and trap the Jews’ money and they won’t even 
know.  You know why?  Because they don’t understand that the 
same man did plastic surgery.  They don’t know him as Papal 
Rome they know him as Pagan Rome. It’s the same man but the 
outer texture has changed.  They don’t know it’s the same empire. 
This is the part I want to get to. 

And through his policy also, he shall cause craft to 
prosper in his hand… 

In your Scofield Bible says deceit, it is really manufacturing.’ 
Craft is manufacturing and business.  The word ‘craft’ in English 
can mean deceit too, crafty.  It is manufacturing, business, his 
economic policy, setting his trade zone and dividing the land for 
gain; moving around the people and making them feel that he is 
injecting new life into the economy, and showing them you could 
trade here, you could do this, you could do this. 

It would be better for you, but watch something. I would show 
you ‘how the empire is being revived’. I am going to close with 
this thought to show you ‘how the empire is being revived’.   

While we are seeing what we are seeing, it is because that is the 
characteristic of the Roman Empire: slavery, gambling, 
pornography, orgies, divide and conquer, all these things are the 
Roman Empire, torture, all these things is the Roman Empire.  

And when it couldn’t let loose through the papal church, how 
was it let loose?  Through the dictators!  Instead of passing the 
river this way, she diverted the river and passed it another way, so 
it flow through something else, but it’s the same river, same water, 
the same stream of demon power.  
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The Holy Ghost is a river, demon power is a river; River 
Euphrates it’s called, why. Because Euphrates is symbolic of 
Babylon. Babylon was built on the Euphrates River.  

Remember 1984, my message ‘The River Euphrates’ and ‘A 
Plague of Locusts’ that come out the river, sure!  

‘Policy’. And see we read it in the Bible here and when ‘the 
policy’ is going on around us people can’t see ‘the policy’. 
People... that can’t be Rome, that can’t be Rome, I ain’t feel so, it 
is a computer.  

What does man say What does Billy Graham say about that, 
that can’t be, I don’t think so man, I hear Garner Ted Armstrong 
say something else. I think he always have a good point too.  That 
cannot be that. That’s why we need a prophet.   

God said, “Daniel seal it up until the time at the end, and I’ll 
unseal it by a prophet like yourself.” Daniel heard the Seven 
Thunders friends.  

And through ‘his policy’, now ‘that policy’ is what I’ve been 
preaching about ‘The Information Revolution,’ ‘Dividing The Land 
For Gain’. ‘That policy,’ how it’s coming in, what’s happening.  
That is the exact identical fulfillment of these things. 

And through his policy, also shall cause, (deceit), 
craft to prosper in his hand and he shall magnify 
himself in his heart and by peace shall destroy 
many.   

(He shall destroy wonderfully.  He shall continue to destroy 
the mighty and holy people.) 

How will he do this?  ‘By peace;’ he creates the wars and then 
stops the fighting; blessed are the peacemakers.   

He is inciting the war, setting the fires! Brother I tell you.  
Brother Branham said only the Holy Spirit can outdo the 
Antichrist.  You ever see people set fire? I see that day and night.  
That’s why I’m a watchman, a watchman who watches over the 
whole city, seeing fire setting.  But watch something.  

…he shall also stand up against the Prince of 
Princes, but he shall be broken without hands.  

He shall slay him with the breath of his lips, 2 Thessalonians 2, 
the sword that proceed out of His mouth, without hands.   
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…and the vision of the evening and morning 
which was been told is true, wherefore shut thou up 
the vision, for it shall be for many days. 

First we were hearing that out of this fourth kingdom, ten horns, 
and one of these horns will be a king with a great mouth. Now we 
seeing this same king with a great mouth coming, and he is 
bringing ‘a policy,’ he is speaking ‘a policy,’ he is speaking 
‘peace.’  ‘Brethren that ..we all may be one,’ separated brethren.   
We are not going to fight we’re going to come together.  Is that 
right? And a prophet come and say,  “Not that kind of one!”  

See, so look, let’s read something here quickly, and you’ll see 
where I want to bring that from.    

‘This policy’ that I’m talking about, that he is ‘destroying by 
craft; causing craft to prosper and preaching peace.’  You 
understand that?  Causing businesses to flourish, causing 
investments, causing economies to revive, causing new trade 
zones, bigger markets to be flooded with more merchandise.  And 
when you cause craft to prosper, then from the religious realm, you 
are talking peace, national unity, uniting time, it’s all nice.  

Where is it coming from?  Where is the source coming from?  
We see the effect it’s having on the people, where is the source?   
Where is the spirit?    

In other words Jehoshaphat and Ahab say “we are all brethren 
let’s come together.  Your horse will be my horse your army is my 
army, we’re going up to take the land.  We are united we are 
Israel, let’s stand together.” Where was that coming from.  A 
demon from the bottomless pit.   

Micaiah, stood up there as ‘Dr. kill joy’ and burst the bubble, 
isn’t that right. He said I see a different vision to that, now watch, 
watch what’s coming friends.  

 Now  either you listen to me or listen to the politicians, I feel 
I’m speaking for God, I don’t know who they speaking for, I’m 
speaking for Thus saith The Lord, I’ve a message from the bible 
here, listen.     

I was talking last week about ‘The Child Sex Trade; The 
Commercial Exploitation of People’. When I start to go into this 
you will see something. I want you to see the markets that are 
coming, I want you see the merchants. 
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I want you see the merchandise. I want you to see the markets, I 
want you to see the consumer, I want you to see the supplier of 
these things.   

I want you to see how the market is being developed and is 
coming.  We use to have the black market and grey market. How 
many ever hear about black market? Black market was 
underground market. Then gray market was, it looking kind of 
legal, but it shady, it implicating a lot of other things.  All of that is 
coming into the mainstream of the market because now it is getting 
the legislation, and now it’s getting zoned where it can come up 
and surface itself and become part of the normal trend.  

 Now it is becoming acceptable, because the people now have 
accepted these things.   Now watch, and when I say this, this is not 
farfetched.  There are people in Trinidad who don’t know where 
Williamsville is.  In that little house in Williamsville, was a man 
who grew up as a little boy, became a man.  In life’s journey chose 
a profession, became international, build a kingdom, was placed 
positionally, with his angels around him, was investigated, was 
indicted, was tried and found guilty and is to be executed.  That is 
the age, that is this is the age. And the brutality of the crime; and I 
will show you this same thing with ‘The Information’ and so on. 

 I was sharing with you the other night, nine is judgment.  You 
start with one mathematics and ends in nine.  Then you say; one 
and zero, one and one, one and two, one and three, one and four.  
One is commencement, the beginning, one initiates something.  
Nine has power in mathematical science that no other number has.  
One nine is nine, two nines are eighteen, And you go one and 
eight, two nines are eighteen, one and eight is nine, three nines are 
twenty-seven, two and seven is nine, four nines are thirty-six, six 
and three is nine, five nines are forty-five, four and five is nine, six 
nines are fifty-four, See!   

 Genesis 9 [nine], when God talked about the ark, he told Noah, 
“Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be 
shed.” And God brought a new covenant called ‘human 
government’ and gave man more responsibility over his neighbor, 
for capital punishment. 

 Revelation 9 [nine], man’s heart was hardened, demon 
possessed, and slaughtered one-third part of man, and their 
‘Pharmakeia’[Gk.], sorcery.    
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Am I in the Bible? (congregation says amen) You all sit down 
here but half of you don’t know Who is here.  When you see 
friends it happening around you, adopted and placed with power. 
Demon power, political power, financial power, exist and survive 
because of political connection in the stratosphere.  

The Bride of Jesus Christ is raised up in heavenly places too. 
Brother Branham did not need to be close to John Kennedy in the 
White House, he had an Angel who used to come to him.  That’s 
where God put us, that is what this Message open for us. You 
understand what I’m saying. That is what this Message open for 
us, that is what I am saying.  You have to walk in the Spirit. You 
have to walk in the Word, you have to know what you’re 
connected up with, you have to know your help will come ‘from 
whence I lift my eyes up to the hills.’  Because it is not flesh and 
blood, not this age, it looking like flesh and blood, but if it is not in 
this Word it comes from the pit, understand friends.  

After I preached last week, on Tuesday, I got this, Brother 
Kenny and Brother Andre and they were there. I said, “Kenny look 
the very thing that the Holy Spirit was saying.”  When the Holy 
Spirit struck that in the week before, I knew I was on to something.  
Then when Tuesday when the verdict came out and the Holy Spirit 
said, “You see Lionel, Timothy, isn’t he ‘Lion-el’ when he comes to 
make inquisition for blood’.  

Preached the message right here, ‘the Lion Avenger, When 
blood being shed and He came down to investigate the first time in 
Genesis, saying ‘the blood of your brother cried too me’ and it 
show every sin ever cried goes up to God, friend. See!’  

 Look at it in the papers here, brother more and more the door is 
closing.  They going to appeal and the man’s father come out and 
say ‘I lied under oath.’ 

  You know what God is saying, what is in the darkness will 
come to light.  The hour is an hour of judgment. And this is why 
I’m bringing this message, not to give you some information about 
Rome and the Pope and this and that.   

Some little thing to preach and to find a little filler or 
something, or you trying to explain some scriptures and frighten 
people, no, no!   

I am far beyond that. I am trying to say “Wake up and see the 
real world, take a view of the real world, see if when you look at 
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the world you see the image looking nice on the outside, or you see 
the ravening beast behind the beautiful gold, beautiful silver, 
beautiful brass.”  

 Do you see these beasts, with the ribs in their mouth and the 
voice saying devour and eat more flesh?  let me give you these 
things and you will understand where I am coming from. 

 ‘The child sex trade has traditionally been identified with 
under developed countries, particularly in South East Asia,’ I am 
reading out of ‘the Time Magazine’.  “Where cheap prices, the 
ready availability of under aged prostitutes and lax law 
enforcement have attracted western sex tourists.”   

This is not one or two people they talking about.  This is a 
billion dollar industry; we’re talking about. We are talking about 
chartered flights and planes taking people across to these 
destinations; advertising to tourists, sun and fun in the Caribbean.  
Like the woman who came from Sweden down here and giving 
everybody ‘AIDS’ in Tobago.   

I’m saying watch. Like Mr. Boos, they had up in the Emperor 
Valley Zoo. So is not some far thing way out in Europe I am 
talking about.  I’m saying, look at in Williamsville, look at 
Emperor Valley Zoo, look at the kind of people maturing in this 
country. Look at some of the seed in the field in the natural. You 
understanding? (congregation says amen)  

Where have we matured?  Are we still caught in between and 
don’t know what is right and wrong yet?  You still can’t take your 
place as a Son of God or a daughter of God in the Word yet.  You 
still can’t surrender and live for this Message yet.  Wake up and 
see!   

‘Not that local customers are lacking.  Men in Thailand for 
example are accustomed to visiting thousands of prostitutes 
including anywhere from twenty thousands to two hundred 
thousands young ones.’  

‘ A prostituting business in one country, two hundred thousand 
young ones, between fourteen and sixteen, pumped up with 
hormones, who in their mind cannot even sexually respond to old 
men…’   

So they pump them with hormones to make them look 
developed for these men from America and these places that are 
full of ‘AIDS’, and they fear old partners endanger their health so 
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they go and look for young people out in these places where there 
is struck with poverty, total poverty. So they are manipulated by 
the power of money, hooked on drugs some of them, and they get 
them out there selling their body.   

I don’t know... I don’t be out on Nelson street and these places 
but there are brothers who tell me. There are people who sell 
themselves, not that they go as customers but they know those 
things, sell themselves for two dollars and all kind of different 
things. Sometime they are approached by some of these people. 
You meet social workers, they are bawling with some of the things 
they are facing inside, the epidemic in the country. 

“…The spread of ‘AIDS’ in this country as every where else, 
has prompted men to search for increasingly younger sex partners, 
in the mistaken belief that they are less likely to be infected with 
‘AIDS’ and other venereal diseases.”  

Now while I read this I want you to see how wide this is, 
internationally, because they are naming most of the countries 
where ‘markets’ are developing.  When you have two hundred 
thousand, customers, clients, business people I should say.  

Rahab and Mary Magdalene got trapped in that through 
poverty. You understand what I am saying? In the hour when God 
was going to destroy Jericho, just before the judgment struck 
Jericho, Rahab was trapped into that. Think of that, read it.  And 
when God tore the walls down, and judgment began to move, she 
was brought out. 

  “Along with Thailand, other popular Asian destinations for 
sex tourists are Cambodia, Sri Lanka and the Philippines, where 
widespread poverty...”  

Now watch what is causing it. First poverty, in other words 
people strangle a country take it into debt. How did prostitution 
arise in Trinidad? You know right now all over Trinidad they are 
importing prostitutes.  

That mean some of you don’t read the papers, they held a whole 
set of them recently, and a lot of foreigners too because it have lot 
of these businessmen bring them in. 

Go down in the Latin American countries where their 
complexion is a little fairer and different things and they are little 
more appealing to some of the people who become a little wealthy 
and they want something, they want a choice.  
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Like a man walking through a big deep freeze, a big abattoir or 
something, he see pork, beef, this here, is different kind of things. 
But it’s to show the condition that people come to,  

Now watch, I am showing you ‘The Market’, ‘The Revival of 
the Roman Empire’. 

  That was one of the biggest commodities of Rome.  Rome 
Revelation 18, I don’t have time to go to it this morning.  Rome 
deals in the souls of people, slaves.  

All those football contracts, I’ll prove to you already from the 
message, that is slaves.  They buy the players for so much pounds, 
and they sell them to this and that club; that club says we don’t 
want him.  We have two left wings already, he too injury prone, 
and we have some big match coming up and we up against some 
rough teams.  And this fellow does get intimidated, we want to sell 
him off fast.   

We saw some strong players from North Africa or something, 
brother where they had some civil war and that man has blood in 
his eyes.  We think we want that player for he aggressive.  We 
think we want that player because when we go into this 
championship, they have defenders here they big about two 
hundred pounds and so strong, and that is the hard side to beat.  So 
we have to try to get the right type of people in the team, to deal 
with that. 

 So we have the market open, we have scouts coming down, 
flyover there to watch the players and them, say “ah hah” talk to 
them, try out a little tactics on them to see how rough they are, how 
scare-proof they are.  They said, ‘that’s the man for us, we will 
invest in him.’  He has an agent, the agent making contract.  He 
has a press man trying to keep his image in the papers a certain 
way.   

You see what happened to Latapy here recently, our best house 
slave.  I know some of you love football more than God, don’t like 
that statement, see!   

We’re not just talking about a player; we’re talking about him 
here as a slave.  He is owned and bought, and he belong to a club.  
If Malta Carib says they want him in a shorts and we want you to 
sit down in a certain position with a Malta Carib just in a certain 
position giving a certain pose and suggesting some subliminal 
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message, he has to pose so and take out the picture so because so 
they want it to advertise.  

But when a man is watching the cheque, and not the virtue and 
the morals, and doesn’t feel any conviction of belonging to 
somebody because he doesn’t know the revelation of God, that be 
not the servant of man, for you were bought with a price and you 
have one Master, Who is your Owner.  When you don’t have that 
revelation, then you don’t have any conviction of that.  

 As a matter of fact every time you come and parade the stage, 
you have two more hundred young fellows want to be like you.  
You understand what I’m saying?  But it is the realm the deception 
is in.  That is what I’m trying to show, this is a deceiving age.  The 
Empire is here, the Empire is right here.  They are still buying and 
selling them, still using them. 

Young girls bunch of models, Say, “you are not walking right”.  
I want a Samba beat with that you’re going to advertise swimwear.  
You want to wear evening gowns, but we want swimwear.  She has 
to advertise swimwear, you know, sure!   

She says, “I want to model….”  “This is the business, you sign 
a contract. You didn’t read the fine writing, is not my fault.  It’s 
your fault, you have a manager.  You want to put me in court? Let 
me finish with you.” Under pressure and blackmail and they strip 
and comes out in the swimwear.  

You know why? Because is a new breed, they are being 
cultivated in the universities. Universities have become 
laboratories, where they bring out species, mixed ideologies.  They 
find a little socialism with a little dictatorship inclination, and then 
they give you a little business something on the side.  You watch 
and see.  

Right now they have three men, world top trainers, three 
prophets in the business executive realm, come out with how to 
make you more aggressive to go into the 21st

 Notice the kind of dog man likes these days, is the pit bull.   
You see things, but they don’t mean anything to you.   

 century, make you 
piranha-like, pit bull-like.  

Read the Bible, read Philippians 3. Paul take it and put it in the 
spirit realm “beware of dogs, they bite and devour” sure.  

 I trust this morning, this message jolts you to a place, it makes 
your eyes open, and when you walk in the real world, the deceptive 
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veil of the enemy doesn’t come back around you.   That you seeing 
you want to get a little deeper here, you want to climb up and get a 
little higher here. You want to say, Lord gets me out of here 
completely! Even so come Lord Jesus. And you’re not coming out 
like Lot’s wife neither, looking back, no, no you don’t want that at 
all. 

Poverty… the IMF, broke the whole nation, broke the whole 
Caribbean, put them in poverty. When they put them in poverty.   
What happened?  Then the educational system, they have the 
whole system tied up so bad; “well we don’t have no place to put 
you all.”   

Common Entrance, Eleven Plus, you can’t get a job, you come 
out of school, you can’t even say ‘Buenos Dias’ good. You know 
nothing.  All this learning is not intelligence you know.  The big 
thing they are doing now is trying to get rid of illiteracy.   

How come we have all these schools since the future of the 
nation was is in ‘their school bag’, we hear some years ago. It 
turned out to be gun and bombs and hand grenade.  Now we talk 
about illiteracy, when we thought we solve the problem in Junior 
Secondary and all these things.  You see is not intelligence.  

 People went on the street after they became a failure in school 
they went on the street and become a pusher, to make money and 
drive big cars and everything else. Fly around, play yourself, you 
think is something. It is not intelligence friends.  

When you sit down and talk to somebody and you start to talk 
the Word to them. I sit and talk to some people who are supposed 
to be educated people; in five minutes they were as dunce as could 
be.   

You want to know how they could hold a job to begin with.  Is 
not intelligence friends, you may say, “You say that because you 
have no subjects.” I sound like a duncy? 

I have no complex with subjects.  I sat down and spoke with 
physicists, I spoke with professors who teach nuclear science and 
they translate what I preach and go all through Europe rehearsing it 
to people.   I speak to people all over and they ask, what kind of 
work you used to do? (congregation and Bro Vin laughs).  

 I feel so shame I used to load truck, I said, “I used to load truck 
and cut grass.”  I have no complex with that.  For the same way I 
sat down and talk with them for five minutes if they sat down and 
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speak to me in five minutes they realized as Brother Branham said, 
he sat down with doctors, for five minutes, they started crying.  
They said “Brother Braham after all, you have a seventh grade 
education, where did you learn these things from?”  

 When those big ecologists trying to put their act together, (in 
the Trumpets,) in Trinidad, God already preached the Seven 
Trumpets through the whole Bible and put out there, environment 
and everything falling apart.   

I’m not saying that to exalt myself, because God knows I can’t 
cross the road well.  Fall down in the bathroom and almost fell 
dead.  I can’t even go in the bathroom and come out good. 

Brothers used to laugh at me.  I had a watch before, it had all 
kind of gadgets you’ve to press this you’ve to press that. They used 
to laugh at me.  Every time the date changed I had to take it off my 
hand for somebody to change the date for me.  They say, ‘you 
preaching all those things and you can’t even change your watch.’  
So I got back one with numbers, so you just has to turn it so 
(laugh).  Let me be foolish in this type of wisdom, but this is a 
different type of intelligence, friends, this is a different kind of 
intelligence.   

I saw something this week it made me scratch my head, when I 
saw that.  Then right after I saw it big in the papers.  These three 
men, some world-wide conference with three top men, a trinity of 
spirits, I said “look at these things,” and was sharing something 
with Brother Kenny, that God was showing me.  

They hybrid life, botany life, they hybrid animal life, they 
hybrid human life, they hybrid church life, they hybrid national 
life.  He said you take a Baptist and mix it with a Methodist and 
Pentecostal, you know what kind of monster you have.  What kind 
of renegade you have, and then that struck me.  I said “that’s what 
is happening.”   

All this higher learning, all this new thing, they’re breeding 
‘ideologies,’ then they implanting that in people’s sub-conscience 
as higher learning.  The executives to go into the twenty-first 
century, the corporate executive, so and so, and how to handle the 
world.  And they making them into piranhas and dehumanized 
them and everything else.  They are the kind of men that robbed 
the widow out of her house, and devoured widows’ houses. They 
make them into predators, they call them…  
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All resurfacing, friends. the markets that are here.  Look at the 
cocaine, three countries in the whole world that producing the coca 
plant, yet it covering the globe.  Three Latin American countries, 
see! Yet to get from the plant to the labs to bring it down to the 
product.   

Then to take it to and to find the markets and to find the 
shipping routes and to find the legal channels to give it protection.  
And to capture and take over markets that the Chinese mafia or 
European mafia trying to control and you having take-overs for 
territories until it become a billion dollar business.  

 You mean to say people go there and buy out hundreds of 
thousands and thousands of acres of farm you say ‘what you 
planting?’ “We planting chives and lettuce.” How much you 
making for the year?”  Well time my overhead and last time flood 
come and take me, I’m not taking much home.”  He said ‘let me 
see the house you’re living in, let me see the car you’re driving.”  
He said “I’ll buy all your farm, I will buy up your farm. 

Thousands upon thousands of farmers, they buy up all their 
land. They put up this coca plants, coca. While they are planting 
that, ok we have so much tonnes of coca plants, coca leaves 
coming in.  We have to get transport to transport that to the 
laboratory.   

We want a couple of chemists, who not getting any jobs in big 
pharmacies, went to school cannot get a good job.  So I have a 
laboratory here, I’ll put you in my laboratory.   

You are going to use a chemical process and bring this coca 
leaf into cocaine powder, ‘The white lady.’  They take it, and then 
we are going to use some scientific method to get it, compress and 
everything else.  Then we have the market, then because of the 
internet, we can contact people around the world. 

Then we can break in the shipping routes, we can break into the 
air routes and break into different things and it is a market being 
set up.  We want the contacts outside there, we are going to create 
a need for it and we are going to supply.  What are they doing?  
They are developing a market.   

They’re doing it for motor cars, they’re doing it with different 
things, they doing it with cigarettes, and whiskey too.   

They’re doing it with people, human beings, see! They say old 
girls are not going for too much these days. They have to bring it 
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between thirteen and fifteen.  So they say okay, they telling their 
slave masters, “when you’re kidnapping, kidnap between thirteen 
and fifteen, little boys between….” 

It may sound carnal but friends that is the real world.  That’s 
what the scourge is. Where are all those missing children?  In 
Trinidad and they cannot find them. In a little island like this, they 
don’t know where they are.  Yet when they raided this place, the 
kind of things they found inside of there.  You know why?  Yet we 
quote, “hell created on the earth, hell created on the earth.”   

We aren’t desperate, because we don’t believe the Lord is 
coming soon. We have plan for this and plan for that and no plan 
to leave. 

What we should see to confirm to us what junction of time you 
are at, how late the hour is. Even some of the friends that you are 
around, and the some of the habits and influences among them.  
Your senses are not sharpened enough to detect that they already 
anointed with certain kinds of spirits.  

A little brother was telling me he had to burn a big stack of 
pornography books, a person who used to be a believer, see. When 
you see them kind of things, it just goes to show how right the 
Message is, how right it is being preached. It isn’t far, far, far 
somewhere down in China, friends, see, it isn’t far.  And that is 
why people need the Holy Spirit.   

(Continues to read,) “All these things come because of 
widespread poverty.  Often, at their parents’ prodding, to help 
support their family.  

With the collapse of the Soviet Union there has been an 
increasing trend towards Eastern Europe.  Up until now we knew 
the networks of Southeast Asia, Latin America; but now Europe is 
at the heart of the problem.  The fall of the Berlin wall and the 
end of Communism has brought the development of a market in 
Eastern Europe but also in Russia and the Baltic Republics.”   

What brought the market, in the trade of human flesh, in the 
trade of people, in the trade of all these things, what brought it?  
The fall of the Berlin Wall.  

But I thought it was a political thing, I thought it was a 
democracy, I thought it was for freedom.  

What did Brother Branham say in ‘End time Seed Sign 1962’ 
when he got that inspiration and preached ‘Spoken Word Is The 
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Original Seed’; and the Holy Spirit say pick up your pen and write 
and that was one of the message that came out of it.  

You know what he said, he said, ‘ when that Berlin wall was 
torn down it will make the cycle to bring the Roman Empire right 
back where it was.’  

Because from the time that Wall was torn down and you start to 
get united Europe to take place, then we have to have from North 
America NAFTA, they have to get from Anchorage all the way to 
Tierra del Fuego.  

Then you have to get national unity here, Caricom (Caribbean 
State,) the Prime Minister just got back from Bolivia, they went 
down there.  You know what he went there for? CARICOM.  

What they launched, they seeing ‘Debt.’  It comes like, “how 
much of you have, a dollar? I’ve ten.  How much do you have? 
Two, How much do you have? Fifty cents. How much do you 
have? Twenty-five cents. It is supposed to come up to one hundred 
dollars.”  He said, “Fellows if we put all our resources, we still 
cannot get in there.”  He said, “I know some people down the road, 
if they accept us on that block we’ve a better chance.”  I’m putting 
down in layman’s terms for you.  That is why they are there.   

You want to sit down inside here and the people who know the 
policy, know the treasury, knows what going on. You want to sit 
down and say “it is not getting bankrupt and they running all over 
the place trying to get help and financial help and different things.   

They signing treaties, give America our airspace and water-
space and all different kinds of things, I preach to you. You want 
to sit down here and say “no boy, things going good, I’m eating 
pork now, things going good, I am better, It is not really coming 
yet, I’m better off. The squeeze is not really on yet because you 
know...” That’s the way you all think?   

“The fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of Communism have 
brought the development of a market in Eastern Europe”. Later on 
we are going to pick up the development of a market, and I am 
going to show you how markets develop.  

When Joseph’s brothers took him, had him in a holding bay 
after they abducted him, he was down in a pit and the traders were 
passing because they had to open up a market in Egypt.  When 
Egypt’s lifestyle got a little higher, men weren’t doing their own 
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work; they wanted slaves to do it for them, so they now have to 
supply that demand.  

Those Ishmaelites they had their spices and their balm and 
different things but then they also had part of their cargo some 
human beings.  By the time they offered Joseph for thirty pieces of 
silver and they start to haggle over the price, say, thirty pieces of 
silver.  They watched him, two, three Ishmaelites said ‘what do 
you think?’  “I know two generals who asked me the last time for a 
good house slave you know.” One say,  “Check his teeth, good, 
check his I.Q.” next one say “check him out, no marks on the 
body, good I.Q. boy could talk two languages.”  He said I feel this 
is a good investment you know, let you and I put up and buy him.” 

They carried him to Egypt, Potiphar came out and saw him. One 
man came for a slave to work in the field, another one came for a 
female slave to take care of his little child.  Next man came to do 
something else, next one want one for a house slave to be a 
steward or something.  And they have different categories of slaves 
and they put them up there.   

We are going to do one on the board with this and give you 
some news bulletin to get you a little bit more aware of how wide 
spread this thing is around the world.  

 How millions of people is in legal, legal slavery.  What we call 
big society, big superpower, big world, big religious government 
institution, big community workers, who doing things to help the 
community and all these things; all this is a big farce because the 
Catholic church is behind it. 

Satan’s Eden where sin has become legal and where the devil is 
a vulture feeding on his own subjects.  You are not vultures meat 
friends, you are an eagle born to fly.  You are an eagle born to fly. 

They say, “In Moscow alone they estimate one thousand child 
prostitutes.  Many are working around the cities”.  We have 
pictures of them in another magazine.   

Little boys seven years or so, dressing them up like girls and 
they put them out.  Some pervert comes in a car, the man who has 
these boys, like a guardian over them, he haggled price over them 
and take one of the little boys and go with him.    

Tear down the Wall and brought that in, I was behind the Iron 
curtain, you know what these people vex for, they never used to 
have that under military rule, under Communism.  Now pictures of 
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naked women are up everywhere, that pornography this that, free 
everywhere.  Why?  Because of the West.   

Brother Branham said she took her filth, he said, ‘Miss 
America, her clothes you can stuff it down in your rifle to clean it. 
She hardly has on any clothes.’  She walks out there with her dog, 
snotty nose dog, he says she has her little poodle and she walks up 
down.  Until the Italian people put up a sign, ‘Please you 
Americans would you dress properly when you’re coming to honor 
the dead.’  He said, ‘long ago we used to get from France, now we 
sent it around the world.’ 

  Democracy, the great USA, people does get impressed with 
America. Let me tell you that is the nation that reject Jesus Christ 
in this generation.  There they crucified Him.  That is one of the 
nations God say the atomic bomb is coming upon, outside the 
Vatican.  

As far as we know there are two places we know of according 
to the message  that are going to get the atomic bomb, the Vatican 
and America. You know It is coming down to a test to believe if 
this Message is the truth, you know.  

Coming down to a real test to believe the Message you know, 
not just sympathize and agree, ‘well the prophet say all that too.’ 
But right in this congregation we have people walked away from 
God and go up to the USA, doing nothing.  And pretty well end up 
in a cage if God is not merciful to them.   

One of these same cages we talking about here. A habitation of 
devils, a cage of every hateful and unclean bird.  God have mercy 
and rush them back.  Sure! These things to me are real, it’s real 
right around here. 

‘There are also rising numbers in minors prime through 
Warsaw, Prague, Bucharest, Budapest and the Baltic Capitals.  
Experts say the phenomena are growing in Eastern Europe 
because of severe poverty. The power of the mafia and the face 
that is in some former Soviet satellite countries and the laws, some 
with sexual relationship with people as young as fourteen years’. 
Poverty and the natural law of the land are legal from 14 years and 
up; a person can have sex.  So what they do is develop the market 
where it can thrive so they can start to use from 14 years and up.  
The development of a market. 
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 Now I was preaching and saying that is so because the hearts of 
men are hardened.  The Bible say in the last days they will be 
without natural affections.   

Their conscience seared with a hot iron.  God give them over to 
what?  Vile affections. That is why, to me when people get 
impressed with worldly people, I cannot be impressed with worldly 
people.  Pilate and Herod were nice worldly people, diplomatic 
could socialize, tip their glasses and say, ‘let’s make a toast, see!’   

Friends let me tell you something, behind the mask, if you 
understand this Message, rejection of the Word makes the way for 
the devil to become incarnate.  And this generation, the blood of 
Jesus Christ is put on their hands.  If a man washes it off, that’s it.  

You become a candidate for the devil. You put it in your heart 
to become a candidate for the baptism of the Holy Ghost.  You 
become an associate with the unseen world, the sixth dimension.  
They become associate with the unseen world, fifth dimension, 
same thing, children of light, children of darkness.  Arise and 
shine, your light has come, gross darkness is on the earth upon the 
people.   

The Berlin wall was torn down to do what? Bring the Roman 
Empire right back and develop the markets.  Entertainment, the 
theatres, all the sporting industries.  

When you have one sporting personality making over $34 or 
$36 million dollars a year just endorsing a sneakers, then think of 
how much money they are making, just think of how much money 
they are making. An endorsement.  

Do you understand the world economics?  Who you think own 
those things? Who is rich and increased with goods in the last 
days?  Who capture the wealth of the world under the Third Seal?  
Who is to control the world by Trade and Commerce? 

Oh, you don’t know the Catholic Church by that name.  His 
name is and they give the man’s name, he has an a.k.a, but his first 
name is Nankissoon Boodram, or something so.  The man has 
about four names. Or Gerard something, it’s him they talking 
about, or they call a next name it’s him they talking about same 
person, also known as….  I give you the natural so you can 
understand it, not strange.  

 Last quote “Given its obvious exploitation of minors and its 
links to child prostitution, Child porn enjoys an astounding level of 
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tolerance in some countries.  Possession of such material is 
perfectly legal in Sweden, Japan, Hungary, and Belgium.”  No 
matter how vile it is, it is perfectly legal in all those countries.      

‘In Mexico, possession is legal, but corruption of minors under 
sixteen is not’. … Can you imagine, that make sense to you?  All 
the materials to poison the mind and pervert the desire are legal.  
Don’t expect to do that afterward.  If you do it, make sure you do it 
with someone over sixteen.  Our civilized nations going into the 
twenty-first century.  Does that sound civilized to you?  It sounds 
barbaric to me, sound demonic to me.   

When you are here, you inside the bedroom you know.  This is 
the part of them, you don’t see.  The part of them you see is the 
outside organized building, the parks avenues and all the 
industries.  This is what you see, here inside their bedroom you see 
them what they are, (the nations - I’m talking about, the national 
bedroom.) 

‘In Mexico where possession is legal, but corruption of minors 
under sixteen is not, police last month broke up a child 
pornography ring with 4,500 mostly US clients.’   

They out in the US flying them out to the Caribbean, they’re 
flying them out to Asian destinations, now with the signing of 
NAFTA, they are flooding Mexico.  ‘Officials say, it’s part of a 
burgeoning cross border commerce.’  What it is? Across border 
commerce.  ‘In such materials, that had followed the signing of the 
North American Free Trade Agreement.’   

So the tearing down of the Berlin Wall make up a market, the 
signing of NAFTA followed all this movements through Mexico 
now, you know why?  

Because of new policy, things that were bound and could not go 
through customs, had to go through tax, had to go through 
inspection and could not be imported, big fees over your head and 
imprisonment if they find you with it.   

Because of policy it causes craft to prosper, markets can be 
developed.  All these gray markets and black markets can now 
come into the normal stream.   

So what is all the industry bringing for us, what is all the new 
markets that’s coming, bringing for us. The big new markets, the 
New Trading Zone what is it bring for us?   
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This just tells you that our little children, if we don’t get them 
under the Token, the world have a plan for them already. The 
schools have a plan for them already. You want to open your own 
school. They will charge you for keeping them illiterate if you 
keep them home.  

Social Workers will come visit you and take them away from 
you and tell your child is abuse. They will give you laws, you can’t 
handle your own children. But will give then laws to free them, so 
they can take them, sell them and use them, do them different 
things. It is demon power you’re dealing with friends, dividing the 
land for gain to bring that Empire back.  Its real nature is only 
veiled but because policies are changing and new legislation is 
coming in.  

 Did you see the anointing upon the new court coming for guns 
and different things?  Gun court, drug court, this court, that court 
new thing here, this here for children.  Such an anointing for all 
these new bills and legislation.   

Don’t you know that has a part in the Word?  Where is the 
source of that inspiration where is it coming from?  Let me close 
I’m finished, for today.   

This is what we were talking about. He will destroy 
wonderfully, he shall cause craft to prosper.’  All those demons 
were bound and could not let loose.  When he let loose upon Hitler 
and them, it was the same Roman Empire revived the prophet say, 
‘Feast of the Trumpets.’   

They’ll slaughter and kill just like Titus killed, Hitler and them 
slaughtered and killed.  These people are coming back to kill 
everything. He shall think of changing times.  He shall pass laws, 
he shall make war against the saints, he shall overcome them, but 
he shall be broken without hands, in the end, in the days of the 
fourth kingdom.   

When we already see the Headstone coming, when Eisenhower 
and Khrushchev back in 1959.  Eisenhower means ‘iron’ and 
Khrushchev means ‘clay’ and the iron and the clay couldn’t mix, is 
that right?  You see where from?” 

That is why you sit in services like these for two hours and two 
and a half hours.  This is not foolish talk.  It is the most important 
thing you will hear. If you go to school for six months you don’t 
hear ten percent of what you hear here, that will help you with your 
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eternal destination. Because it’s an hour to see and know what is 
happening, friends.  

From the time Moses took the water and poured it over the dry 
land, it began to fill up in the earth, and the last thing was locusts 
went forth, and after the locusts it was darkness; After the 
darkness, death.   

What did God do?  Quickly remove his people under the blood 
and take them out. Can’t you see the Bible? 

When that Roman Empire corrupted that Jewish church and 
they rejected the Messiah, they sided with the politicians, and 
church and state came together, is that right? Holy Spirit went out 
and began to pick them up all over quickly. 

 When Paul went into Corinth, he said some of you were 
effeminate, some of you were drunkards, some of you were 
extortioners. You mean all these things at that time, just before 
Titus moved in and slaughtered the whole world.  

Ezekiel 9, crying for the abominations done in the city, is that 
right? (congregation says amen) 

May God make it real, in a way that our lives will be affected, 
we will see the hour, we will see the grace of God, in sending the 
Message, we would live for It.  There is nothing in our lives that 
could be too important to put aside the Message and give priority 
too.  Walking under the Word, God can meet every need in your 
life.  This is no fanatical life; sanely, intelligently and right in the 
Word, with conviction and with commitment in the Truth.  

 God gave you power to overcome the flesh, God give you 
leadership of the Holy Spirit to choose the right wife or the right 
husband.  God could give you leadership to make a living, God 
could give you contentment to be satisfied with what you have, 
God could give you wisdom and have your senses exercised to 
know the difference between right and wrong.   

God could give you the conviction and a stand that you would 
not be pressured in anything obscene, anything immoral, nothing 
shady, nothing devilish, you could stand with a repellant.  You can 
stand up to it like a real thoroughbred plant, you are not hybrid.  
And though the whole world may be covered in darkness, this little 
light of mine, I’m going to let it shine. He lighted a lamp and put it 
on a bushel.  

Let’s bow our hearts, let’s stand to our feet. 
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I want to say I’m kind of sorry, but I don’t feel I should say, I’m 
sorry for keeping you long.  There are times, the things we are 
talking, the amount of lives being destroyed.  And let me tell you.  
Is not things to walk out and say, ‘Thank God I am not in that.  
It’s, I know people who are influenced and I don’t say nothing.  

 I meet people everyday and I don’t talk to them, things I should 
stand up to, talk against, sometime I say, ‘leave that for the 
minister or leave that for the deacons.”  You understand what I’m 
saying? You want to be a witness.  ‘Day Star shine upon me.  Let 
your love shine through me’ I want to be a witness.  Do you want 
to be a witness?  Let’s bow our heads and close our eyes.  

Father, we thank you.  You have granted us grace to sit in your 
presence we see the hour and the seriousness.  Lord when we 
realize that we have barely scratched the surface, so much was said 
but yet we realize Lord that unless a picture is formed that 
becomes a clear image that someone can look at and receive 
understanding, it will all be still vague to them and they will walk 
away confused and not understanding what was trying to be 
communicated.   

But the little portion we were made to speak of and unction and 
utterance you gave might be expressed in a way that it would be 
relevant to the people here, to realize that this is not some far 
fetched something but Lord, it is the time that you prophesied 
about.  Your prophet used words when he spoke of ‘Another 
darkened chaos,’ ‘the hour of the blackout,’ ‘The darkest time is 
just before dawn.’ 

Oh God, when he said ‘hell is being created on the earth’, the 
last part of every ministry will preach to the impossible to be 
saved.  Lord we realize that since you spoke those things over 
thirty years ago the world has matured into that type of corruption, 
as we saw the cup being full.  One of these days he that is filthy 
will be filthy still, he that is righteous will be righteous still.   

And as this message points out some of the evils in this evil age, 
showing the hardening of the hearts of the people, of a generation 
that has rejected the Word.  Just like that rich young ruler, religious 
and increase with goods and thoughts he had something, religious 
to the core, kept all the commandments but did not have eternal 
life.  He descended into hell, into torment, because he refused to 
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follow the leadership of Eternal Life.  He refused treasures in 
heaven.  He went after treasures on earth. 

But the Bible told us that Moses chose rather to suffer affliction 
with the people of God, took of the way of the Lord with God’s 
despised few. And he endured because he saw Him who was 
invisible.   

We found out fourteen hundred years after he died; oh God he 
was standing on the mountain top with Elijah, still alive in another 
land continuing on, Lord.  

When that moment of decision struck him he took the harder 
way, which is your way, he made a momentous decision, and truly 
a huge portion of heaven did await him.  He came out of a place 
where he spoke and saw the Red Sea opened; he spoke the word 
and created flies and frogs.  What a place you moved his soul into. 
He stood in the very position where you said,  

‘Moses I’ll make you God to Pharaoh.’ His face shone, until he 
had to put a veil upon it, it was too glorious for the people to look 
upon.  The people were afraid to see a man with that Glory, 
standing in their midst.   

Gracious God, we realize that while their hearts have been 
hardened, there was to be a people’s heart that was to be literally 
turned back to the faith of the fathers.  It would become so full of 
love; it would be like it was beyond the curtain of time, just before 
the rapture.   

And when iniquity shall abound and the love of many waxing 
cold, the world being deformed into this hideous condition, 
transforming power is changing us on the inside.  The kingdom of 
God is coming form the negative to positive, the Word becoming 
flesh, your prophet says, and the flesh becoming Word. Oh God, 
the Word becoming Spirit and Life, which is the kingdom of God 
in you.   

We thank you Lord for the insight, for the grace and the mercy, 
drops down here amongst us, to keep us looking upward, looking 
away from this world and looking away to Jesus Christ, lifted and 
looking up and seeing Him in a Cloud, and knowing that our 
redemption draweth nigh. 

Halleluiah!   May that Headstone cap the pyramids of our lives, 
Lord.  May the Dynamics we worked in a measure, while the 
Headstone is coming down.  Oh God may we be transformed into 
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that condition as we near that Headstone we shall be in His very 
image in order to be united with Him, becoming a super race, a 
super Church. hallelujah! 

  Isn’t that your promise, Lord? Isn’t that your program for this 
hour?  Father, I pray that we will be truly children of the light, not 
children of the night, not of darkness, but of the light Lord.  

Knowing that God is light and in Him there is no darkness and 
light and darkness cannot have any fellowship. But we were 
sometimes darkness but now are we light in the Lord, the darkness 
is past and the true light now shineth.  We walk in the light as you 
are in the light, your blood cleanses and we have fellowship one 
with the other, oh my God.   

Draw us in close to you oh Lord, bring us under your tender 
love, bring us under your divine influence; cover us with the 
blanket of love, draw us close to you, Oh Lord; may there be such 
a separation from all unbelief, may all the iniquity be purged away.  
There’ll be no leaven in our lump, Lord.  

 The Church can stand here, being made ready for a 
commission. To finish this commission.  After having that little 
meeting last night, this message, this morning, Lord, walking 
forward into the resurrection, knowing ‘The Master is come and 
has called for us.’   

Hallelujah. Lord may we walk in close communion with you, 
may today as your holy spirit moves.  Strike with reality these 
things in the hearts especially of the young, make it not confusing 
to them. Even though they do not understand everything, put an 
interest in their hearts to desire, to understand and to seek you for 
greater insight.   

Let your Holy Spirit lead and guide them into all Truth, may 
you grant it.  We thank and we praise you.  Bless your people, 
strengthen each and every one Lord.  

Spray us one more time with the repellant of your Holy Spirit, 
may there be such an inoculation and immunity from the evils. 
May our senses be so exercised that we can be so sensitive, Lord, 
to the Holy Spirit.  We’ll have such discernment to know the 
difference between right and wrong, we will not be confused.  Oh, 
God may you grant it  

Bless your Church Lord, the officers, the ministers, singers, 
song leaders. Oh God, musicians, librarians, Sunday school 
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teachers, workers, helps, governments, all deacons, the trustees, oh 
God.  Almighty God in the name of Jesus Christ, make us such a 
fortified people and such a unified people. Oh God, such a people 
under the anointing of the Holy Spirit, oh God.   

Make us stalwart men and women, bring us into perfect step, 
dear God.  May there be a halt to playing church, may there be a 
real burnt sacrifice, oh God.   

May there be a real availability of your children to thee dear 
God, so you can truly have the leadership, the pre-eminence, and 
oversight Father.  You can be the all in all, we are not of this 
world, we have no part in this world, Father.  

 God we want to walk with you, Lord, God let me walk with 
you Lord Jesus, don’t ever leave me alone.  Let me carry my cross, 
dear God, Alleluia! Let me not shun my responsibilities; clothe me 
in humility and sincerity. 

Oh God standing before your sacred desk, standing before the 
purchased of your blood, sometimes I preach like this, so hard, 
cutting, jolting people, Lord, sometimes people misunderstand it 
God, but Lord Jesus give them eye-salve so they can see what I’m 
saying, what I’m pointing them to, Oh God.  

May we have divine revelation to see the lateness of the hour.  
So many, walking, coming through the motions not knowing the 
lateness of the hour, Oh God, is unknown to what is really 
happening in reality. Lord God, may there be such a desperation, 
not fear and state of emergency.  

But may love bring desperation, the love that caused you to 
send a prophet to open the Seven Seals, even before the atomic 
bomb. Gather us and take us away Oh God.  The love that shows 
us how we should hasten as we see the evil tide, rapidly moving in, 
sweeping everything in its path.   

You say the enemy shall come in like a flood, but you’ll raise a 
standard, Lord.  May that standard be God in the people.  That’s 
the only standard that can tame the legions of demon power 
moving over the land at this hour.  

May that love drive us Oh Lord, husbands with their wives, not 
looking at another man’s wife, not treating their wife wrong.  
Fathers with their children, not shifting their responsibilities and 
harden and selfish and callous.  Children oh God in obedience, not 
in rebellion oh God, serving, willing to stand and give support to 
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the home both naturally and spiritually.  Oh God a real Church, 
real group of people in this hour.  You separated to show forth 
your last great move we thank You. 

We commit every one into your hands.  We ask of you Holy 
Spirit, in these coming days.  Even in the meetings we spoke of 
last night, that we desire to have.  Knowing you will bless us in the 
September month, Lord.   

Lord we’ll just use that time to pour out some of these things 
that the Church might be posted and brought up to the spot were it 
can be in spiritual condition, facing the challenge of the hour, 
carrying out the service in order, under your divine leadership, 
thriving under the supernatural power of the Holy Ghost.  Lord 
God being a torch in your hand giving light in the darkness, grant it 
Lord.   

Take us from this place, take us safely to our homes, and watch 
over us.  Keep us under your divine influence.  

Bless and remember every family, bless every individual, bless 
every one.  Remember your children, Lord.  Even as your children 
have needs, looking to you.  The Spirit may have spoken to them 
in a very expressed way.  They recognized they have needs, Lord, 
to be shaken to a place where they realize they want to walk close 
to you, separated from all unbelief. 

May the Church.   
Watch over us, keep us under the divine influence, and bless 

everyone and every family.  May we find a secret place where we 
can pour out hearts out to you oh Lord, in prayers. Where you 
Holy Spirit and divine love can come down and fill that empty 
place.  That they have not the thirst for some perverted thing, not 
have the devil trying to pervert the thirst in them but You can lead 
them to the fountain of living water.   

He said “My people had committed two evils, they have 
forsaken me, The Fountain of Living Waters, and they have hewn 
out cisterns for them selves.”  We don’t want cisterns, Lord bring 
that Rock that is within speaking distance. Bring us back to the 
artesian well we pray, that great fountain of eternal life. 

 Grant it Father, in the name of Jesus Christ we ask it for your 
honour and for your glory, amen. 
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